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Frustration prompted questions 
about hOUJ to best collect fee~ 
By NATE SCtiWARTZ, Design Editor 
Enteriri.g a dense throng in front of the Student 
Accounts Office (SAO) on registration -day;-
December 3, one encountered dozens of students 
whose attempts to clear their accounts before the 
beginning of registration proper were frustrated by 
confused, slow-moving lines. One-hundred-and-
ninety registrntion cards were withheld, pending 
the payment of outsta'nding charges ranging from 
tuition to library fines; consequently, the SAO was 
deluged with students seeking information and 
financial clearance. Many of these students then 
went to the professors without their cards and suc-
ceeded in gettin_g on class rosters without officially 
registering. 
Formfng an undefined queue which overflowed 
into the main entrance of tht: Buildings and 
Grounds building, Sophomore II's, Juniors and 
Seniors vied -for position to see ·Bursar Viki 
Papadimitriou, hoping to get the cards and still par-
ticipate in registration between 11 and 12:30 p.m. 
while students of lower sr;Hus worked towards 
ubtaining their cards in time for 'their afternoon 
registration at 1:30-3 p.m. -There were three lines 
which were nearly indistinguishable and it was only 
through students· p<1ssing information along that 
those at what appeared to be the rear learned 
whet}:1er they ought to cut ahead. 
After several minutes an inquisitive student 
found her way to either the two-pronged informa-
tion line where one could obtain data and submit 
payment, or to the line which led to Papadimitriou's 
office across the hall from Student'Accounts. In the 
latter line one had to wait and report payment to 
the Bursar or otherwise convince her that it was 
soon to be made in order to acquire the card. It was 
necessary to visit Papadimitriou even if one had 
paid one of the two staffpeople tending the infor-
ma.tion lines. 
Papadimitriou attributed the back-ups to a num-
ber of f<~ctors. One was the inexperience of her 
staff-both were spring registration' rookies. 
Another was the fact that studenrs were already 
queued when she arrived in the morning and the 
lines grew quickly so that at first she had no oppor-
tunity to develop a strategy with her staff and soon 
it was difficult to maneuver at all. 
In a recent interview the Bursar expressed frus-
tration concerning the debts about which she sent 
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Packed lots, potholes, 
and tawings irk drivers 
By ABIGAIL ROSENBERG, 
Opinions Editor 
Been having trouble parking latdy? 
You're not alone. The Olin and Kline 
lots have been filled to capacity on 
some days, forcing students to park in 
other lots such as the one at the Fisher 
Arts Center. On most days, cars arc 
parked two rows deep in both the dri-
veways of the Olin lot, and some stu~ 
dents have taken to parking in 
handicapped spaces and other illegal 
spots such as the Kline loading dock. 
According to Director of Security 
Robert Brock, this pr~rking shortage 
is not attributed to there being more 
cars on campus. He explains that 
because the parking on Ravine Road 
has been suspended due to the con-
struction of the Bertclsmann Campus 
Center, those cars have had to be 
redirected to what is referred to as 
the "back corner" of the Olin lot 
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Registratiol'}- frustration exacerbated by delays ... 
STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE 
reminders to both parents and students. 
"I would like to ask how I can ~t it 
across," she said. "I'm going to send copies of 
the bil_ls to every student." This was an idea 
she is considering ClS a respLmse to the large 
number of students ;vho didn't get their 
acc;ounts dear before registration day. 
-She regretted the slow movement of the 
line to see her on registration day but said 
th<lt "the rnajority of the students here l 
see every cleanmce." Anotl11.:r factor con~ 
tributing to the slowness of the line was 
that the financial situations of the stu-
dents in the line vmied considerably. That 
is, some haJ merely to hand over proof of 
paymen~ and receive their cards while oth-
ers requited more lengthy consultations 
about payment problems. 
This points to ::tnother consideration: 
the type of office Papadimitriou is trylng to _ 
· run. Invoking her belief in the char(lcter of 
Bard, she said, "l've been here a lot of years. 
Bard is a good place." Which is to say, she 
refuses_ to- resort to such tactics as fines for 
late checks (such as are used oy many col~ 
lection otficcs) or to resort to more auto~ 
mated methods. 
Papadimitriou pwposcd that students 
might be involved in calling the ir peers to 
remind them of unpaid fees. 
5ome students whose cards were pulled 
did not know thnt they owed funds until the 
morning of registratiLHI.. 
"I didn't get into one class because of it," 
said junior Anron Brobw. "I registered any~ 
way [without the card]. I told my teachers I 
would have tny card later ... [at the SAO] it 
was a lo~g time to wait in line ... it was one of 
the longest lines I've ever seen there." 
On registration day Brokaw learned 
that the reminder notices sent to one of 
his divorced parents didn't reach the other 
parent who is responsible for the payment. 
The bill wasn 't paid on time, but Brokaw 
settled it himself within hours of learning 
of its t<m.liness. 
"If they'd have sent the letter to me I 
would have gott~n on it and done some-
thing about it," said Brokaw. 
Another student, Freshman Adam 
North, w<ts not aware of his debt of $128 
until_ registration. 
"It was so bureaucratic-it was insane with 
the line and everybody was stressed about get~ 
ting classes. 1 felt like 1 had to pay right then 
or not go to school here. It was really sort of 
threatening," said North. "I don't pcr~onally 
pay my bills, my family pays them. I always 
assume I'm fimmcially cleared." 
North disregarded the reminder he 
received because to the best of his knowledge 
his family W<1S taking care of it. If the reminder 
had been addressed to him specifically he 
would have treated it differently, he said. 
This request for earlier notification was a 
recurring suggestion from .students. The new 
Banner computer program which has com-
ple~ely revised the process of entering regis~ 
tration data, would also allow the SAO to 
genemte ~ list of uncleared students. Those 
students could then receive notice of their 
non-clearance prior to registration day. 
According to Papadimitriou one problem 
with this is th<tt the time between the due . 
date of the bill (in this case, November 28) 
and registration (Dt:cemb~r 3) is such tha·t 
even. if tJle students were informed, many 
would not be able to have a cheque written 
in time. On the other hand, many of the 
· smaller fees, such as that of North might be 
resolved beforehand. Furthe r, students lik~ 
Brokaw, "who pay fees out of their. personal 
accounts, could write a cheque directly in 
the days proceeding registration. This would 
clear the way for students who cannot pro~ 
: _ duce the monies immediately. 
Despite the difficulties on registre~tion 
d<'ly, at press time 67 registration cards were 
still in the possession of the Bursar. Among 
this number some are cards of students tak-
ing a leave of absence or going abroad. 
Nevertheless, many students have yet to set-
de their accounts. Some are waiting as long 
as possible · to pay and some are even refus-
ing to pay in defianc~ of the withholding of 
the cards. 
ln a recent interview, Registrar Ellen Jetto 
reported that the college has alwe1ys with-
held cards from students who are not 
financially cleared, but suggested that, 
regarding the high number of unpaid 
accounts at this past registration, "There 
needs to be a recognition that there's a 
problem," and that the parents ought be 
informed of its seriousness. 
She too brought up involving students. 
"I would like to create an environment 
where the students affected can assist in the 
process," said Jetto. "My highest priority is 
to make registration equitable, meaningful, 
and as painless as possiblc ... When things 
don't go well we a!! suffer." 
"My advice to students-in addition to 
the institution taking more precautions-
is to be more proactive. It's important to be 
responsible for yourself, to learn what the 
balances are-it's a difficult time to do 
that. Both sides need to be informing each 
other better." 
She said that the billing dates c.ould be 
moved back, or registration moved forward, 
in order to allow a larger window of time for 
collecting funds. She also proposed giving 
Student Accounts _a ~pace in Olin during 
spring registration so that it is more cen; 
trally located. This would also reduce the 
problem of congestion which exacerbated 
the frustrations of those waiting in the 
cramped hallway outside the SAO. 
Papadimitriou said that she "prefers to 
have the students in Olin," but that it is 
tech~ically more complex because laptop 
computers have to be set up for the task. 
It has also been proposed that the Bursar's 
work could be made easier by sharing staff. 
"J0aybe we need to pool resources and be 
more supportive of one another. The best 
place for that to happen is with the stu-
dents-they have some influence. I'm ccr-
t::t.inly willing to try to help to make the 
process more 'user-friendly,"' said Jetto. 
"There's definitely room for improvement 
and I love change. 11 
Papadimitriou holds that because of the 
training involved, sharing staff probably 
doesn't make sense but reiterated that "it 
may be time to involve students." 
"[t's not gestapo tactics which l think it 
could be called. I think students need to 
remind their parents ... The truth is l know 
what I have to do," said Papadimitriou. 
Asked whether there will be ~ome intm-
administmtive dialogue on registration, Jette 
remarked, "There may be some discussion." 
Ultimately, Papadimitriou's attempts to 
remind students and parents hav~ proven 
insufficient in getting accounts cleared 
before registr<Jtion. Thus, more time, which 
Jetto is willing to help create, or a new plan 
for alerting students and collecting their 
funds may be more successful. 
· Papadimitriou emphasized the impor-
tance of getting the job done while 
acknowledging the difficulty of balancing 
the personal cmd the financial, the students 
and their accounts. 
"I think it can be solved. Everybody 
doesn't learn the same way ... I think it has 
to be a little more individualized," said 
Papadimitriou. 
Arts exchange partnership ... 
STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE 
performers and musicians to share their talents with the Red 
Hook schools. The grant will also allow the school children to go 
on more field trips to different concerts, theater productions and 
museums, including Bard's own Center for Curatorial Studies. 
Though Bard students are not currently involved in the pro-
gram, the goal for next semester is to get them to participate. In 
late January, there will be a meeting for Bard students interested 
in working in the Red Hook classrooms with the artists-in-resi-
dence. Students who are interested can contact Ann Gabler (ext. 
7434) or Maureen Forrcstal (ext. 7539) for more information. 
. -·.- - · . ~--. . 
~~eing ·parking camplications ... 
,,f,"'ffRYCONTiNUEO FROM PAG.E ONE 
and -~h~ t\~et:y Arts Center lot. 
· ·\Vhen asked if tl~ere are plans to improve the parking 
_ .. · ~~P.clitions, both in the way of space and maintenance, 
<A~ciate Vice President of Finance and Administration 
j~m~. BrU:dvig-, said that the only lot scheduled co be 
> ·'enla'tged and paved is the Fisher lot. This lot is considered 
, _ :,. ,to' ·h~ the .main lot for the new student center since there 
- ar~, ~,t:,l ~ J>I~ns for adjacent parking for the building. While 
·. BmdvJg is aware of the bad condition~ of lots such as Kline 
· ::u\d Olin, infamoUs for their mud and New York City-sized 
P4th~_les}he says that there are no plans to pave them. TI1e 
· 'v:conc(;ritr;:tdon will be on grating and laying. down new 
. · : grav~i, which is taken care of by B&G. Brudvig says that 
\~;*l,h~r~ ar~ plans in the works for redirecting traffic through-
' _ '·>·otitthe ~ntire c3:mpus apd parking lots such a& the one at 
• . :cruger Village~ Landscape architects have already designed 
· poS.Si~le ch<~nges for the Cruger lot1 but the contruction 
""" d~p.el'l:ds_op:, of course, funding. The campus-wide parking 
' .. J6cus will be on organizing"the space already available so 
. that less. is wasted. 
; ···~· .. ~ ·, .. . . . . 
: ·.:~When asked if there are plans 
. ,, :<.Jo.:improve the_ parking 
~ '¥. ' . 
-c-qnditi9ns, . Brudvig_ said that 
:· i'heH a,nly -lot scheduled to be 
!--'.,_,. ___ __ ,.,-. •. ___ ,, . • .. ,- en.larged and paved 
. is the ·Fisher.lot. 
·· <Ac~(;~ding to Brock, parking is an "aside" issue for 
Saf~ty and Security. Th~ real issues are the unpaid parking 
Q.C.ket$,tha.t stud~nts are racking up. These unpaid tickets 
. })a~~· br~4ght·o~ the wrath of the "Boot." Contrary to pop~ 
· ;ular belief, the "Boot't is not used on. illegally parked cars. 
- :rhe.main use of the car immobilizer is to get drivers to set· 
,. - tle .. thf!ir ~counts 'A-:'ith the college. Only cars that are 
:- ,_Uriregf~tered and have more than five outstanding tickets 
.are the .recipients of the infamous '1Boot." A list of viob~ 
tor{lis:<:~rue plate numbers,(names are unknown since th~ 
vio.lcl_~qr$~yehides are not registered), is circulated among 
~h~ . S~~urit;y offi~ers. ·The hst ranges from five to fifteen 
unpaid.tkket$. When officers se~ these cars on campus, the 
... "boot'! .is ... called into duty. 
; J~roc,}< _ points out that the college does not look to fund 
its major programs wtth revenue from parking tickets, but 
stlid~nts neeQ. to. register their cars and park responsibly. 
He denies .. that..there. are not enough parking spOts 1 point-
. , it1g out. that studel}ts1 faculty, and staff should either show 
... JJP earlier or make use of parking on North Campus at 
Manor or Robbins or behind St~venson Gym. "TI1at's what 
the . shuttle's for, right?" says Brock. ''There are enough 
· . ·. _ : .spa~es; pebple just_ need to be willing to hoof it.'' 
· · -Tqde~r _up any misconc~ption, the three parking sp::tccs 
just off the road1 (near the Post Office), otherwise known 
as ''.the . special spots," are not legal parki\\g places. 
A,lt~ough it ~ not directly near the spots, a "No 
Unauthorized .Vehicles" sign · nearby does pertain to these 
choi~e -pl~c~s. f\s~ed about why there is no obvious sign 
addressing these parking spots, Brock speculated that the 
·· adtJiiniStration did not want to "clutter up" the campus 
W,ichan overabundance of signs. When asked why there 
~~~ · n~plans to pave, Brock said that the administration 
.envisiotis ~ 'c;iliipus\vhere students leave their cars at their 
--- ~,.dorms a.nd ~lktod~sses and other campus hotspots such 
.• ~s . tlie·p~w, much touted Bertelsmann Campus Center. 
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Theatre for a New Audience 
·A blab session with director/profe_ssor/play~right Jeff Sichel 
By.MEREDITH YAYANOS, Co-Editor-in-Chief 
Avery is host tu a number of ghosts. We can refer to 
.. Lhew. as "powerful energies, unpredictable occur-
. erices," even "the damned 'drama-major vapor~" if 
such tenninology feels more comfortable to you. In 
any case, from basement to techboa.th, from the well-
trod green carpeting and grubby dressing rooms to the 
costumes in the loft, there's no la~k of Presence. Th~ 
extroverted residue of years of communal predipos-
tion tow.ards passionate fancy, this Presence is the 
result of something that every self-respecting theatre 
need to subsist: a persistence. of crazy ideas. 
Recently there's been a marked increase in that 
particular venue, priinarily due to the introduction 
of <'In accomplished conjuror to Bard's drama/dance 
department . Jeffrey Sichel is a young magician of 
the first rate in the theatrical vocation, an expert at 
making dreamstuff tangible. Over the course of a 
· -single semester here, he and his students have been 
pulling those aforementioned crazy ideas our of the 
rafters by the score. What's more, they have been 
pulling them off. 
Age thirty, the founder and artistic director of 
·his own off-Broadway company (Empty Space 
·Theatre c;:ompany), Sichel has been closely associ-
ated with numerous Obie Award-winning produ-
tions by En. Garde Arts, is an affiliate to the likes of 
Julie Titymore(The Lion King) and the producers of 
Rent, and friend to the Knitting Factory contigent, 
In the almost-decade since he graduated from 
Skidmore college, there has been a muskal collab-
oration with Gordon Gano of the. Violent Femmes, 
a teaching stint and MFA from Columbia 
University, curatorial obligations to the influenti~l 
New York Theatre Workshop, numerous produc-
tions of his scripts, countless directorial successes, 
and so on and so forth. 
In a recent conversation, Sichel spoke at length 
· . about whatever sprang to mind: his colorful off-
Broadway history; the nature of his innovative Site 
Specific l11entre course, his wle as director of this 
fall's post-modern, Pre-Raphelite dream, Pelleas and 
Melisanda, his respect for "the fierce independence 
and creativity of Bard students," and grandiose plans 
he's making for the future, specifically The Summer 
Bnrd Performing-Arts Festival, which would occur 
just before the ASO's Tchaikovsky festival. 
"So, I'm blabbing," Sichel says for the fifth time, and 
eyes with rcpmach the hand-held recorder tape 
recorder currently purring un his office coffee table. '_'I 
tend to blabta lot." After being assured 9nce agai~ 
that blabbing is perfectly <lcceptable, he settles back 
and continues discussing his department's recent pn)-
duction of the stunning Alma T.1dema-esque Pelleas 
and Melisnnda, specifically complications that would 
arise if it w~1s p~nduced off-Broadway. 
FtAIA FOR THE OAAMA11C: The new Drama!Oance Professor Jeffrey Sichel. 
"Yes, theatres are interested in doing the show 
down in the city," but Sichel is cautious of such a 
move. "There are complications. One problem [is] 
the amount of money and tech time it would take 
to move a show like this. More importantly, I don't 
want students to be prematurely exposed to press. I 
don't believe we should aspire to something which 
will be dumbed down or simplified to a degree by 
critics. It's not something that students need to deal 
with yet." · 
More ideally, he says, the ensemble could take it ·to 
a summer f~tival, where audiences would be percep, 
tive to the ensembles' intense efforts and more likely 
to appreciate its inherently collaborative nature. 
"That ensemble created it. Sometimes people get 
afraid of collaboration, and a lot of whnt [Pelleas] was 
about had to do with learning to work together ... 
merging individual strengths." Sichel slept in the 
theatr~ for a week befo_re the pr~'X1uction w~nt up, the 
devoted cast stayed hours so late that even he 
deemed "unacceptable," there were some concerns 
.that the students other_ course work would suffer, but 
the final outcome removed all doubt. The ml)St 
talked-about, unique, and well-att_ended drama/ 
dance department production in years, Pelle<1s and 
Melisand<1 h<1s put Sichel in extremely good standing 
with his students and fellow professors. 
Then there's the success of his Site Specific 
Theatre course, which allowed him to draw upon 
extensive past experience with the Mac Wellman, 
leader of the experimental NYC troupe, En Garde 
Arts. "The term 'site spr.:cific' has to do with creating 
theatrical pieces that evolve organically out of a par-
ticular place, usually somewhere with mythological 
or hsitoric<1l significance to it. When I worked with 
Wellman on the lake in Central Park, he sat there for 
a month beforehand writing a play [that[ could only 
exist in that particular space." The locations of stu-
dent works for Sichel's course ranged from the 
Rhinecliff hotel to a moving traincar to Tivoli's Town 
,Hall to the forests of German town. Sichel has been, 
to say the least, pleased with the enthusiasm of his 
students. "[ taught <It Columbia before teaching ,hcre. 
o Without a doubt, Bard surpa~ses the quality of 
~ Columbia students in terms of theatrical engcnuity. 
~ I'm fascinated by the kind of stuff that students bring 
~ into their projects here." 
~ Sichel makes no bnnes about his intentions for 
. ~ Bard. Having <lccomplished much dowtown, the pro-
fessor is determined to bring similiar success upstatt:. 
"Something can exist one day and be gone the next, 
but this job is round the clock for me. My wife ;md I 
h<we moved into n · cottag~.: un campus with uur 
cats ... so it's pretty obvious that I'm not interested in 
splitting my life between here nnd [NYC]. What I'm 
interested in is creating a vital, viable arts comrnunity 
centered around Bard college." 
This is perhaps why Sichel is lobbying ferociously 
for the successful presentation of a four-week Bard 
Summer Festiv<ll of Perfonning Arts. "The nntion is 
that such a festival would create interaction on a col-
laborative level between faculty, students, profession-
als, that there would be a wide range of things 
happening. A great mix of contcmpoamry and [clas-
sic theatre]. I'll do everythign I can t(; make it hap-
pen." To triumph over monctmy and organization;ll 
concerns, Sichel states that a tremendous amuunt of 
involvement frnm several departments is going be 
necessary, although he has no doubt: the interest .md 
the motivation is there. Working closely with <1dmin-
istrator Robert Martin to ensure that the idea doesn't 
f<1ll through the cracks, Sichel predicts that the fesit-
val will rake place shortly before the ASO festival in 
August of 1998. 
In the meantime, the professor wishes to con-
tinue tu bring the dmma, dance, music and art 
departments even closer together next semester. 
"I'm hoping there will be enthusiasm mnongst stu-
dents to do an opera next semester." Sichel com-
mented favorably upon a recent independent 
production of Jesus Christ Superstar and his enthu-
siasm for integration of musical tht:atre with more 
experimental elements. Speaking of his wish to cre-
ate newer, more contempomry forms of theatre that 
combine all factions of the Bard community, Sichel 
stated, "theatre can be a lot of things, but if its pns-
sibilties arc not explored, you cnJ up seeing Death 
of a Salesman a thousand times, and that isn't at <111 
what I want tu do here." 
No one can reri1ember a time in recent years wht.:re 
so many large-scale student performances h;we hap-
pened, whether within or beyond th~.: sphere of 
depllrtmenml influence. It's safi.! to s<.~y that at least 
some of that energy is due to the influence a person 
like Sichel have in a close-knit community with such 
a need fur (pardon thi.! pun) new direction. Students, 
sit up and t<1ke notice! Dr mna/dance is not th~: only 
dcpmtm~nt to receive a transfusion: th~: Music 
Department has musicologist Kyle Gu1n, and the 
Arts h cwc Ann Bertrand. Expect a lot. 
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Final Exhibitions of Image and Form 
SENIOR SHOWS: Three seniors presented their work in the Fisher Art Center last week. Clockwise from top left: plaster sculpture by 
Laura-Gail Bibb, Untitled by Augusta Anderson {one of liar many photographs). and sculptures by Ray Oglesby in the Fisher Atrium. 
Witness Variety City 
Bard band has EP on sale at Crazy Bird Records 
By MEREDITH YAYANOS, 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
Welcome to an abbreviated tour of 
Variety City, {Jopulation five. We ask 
only that you keep your hands and !egs 
inside of the bus at all times, as we 
don't want to cause trouble with the 
natives. Here's one now! That grubby 
banshee in the fishnet bodysuit with 
her· legs wrapj1ed around the mic 
stand, is voca!ist Laurel Barday. A 
little further down the road, the 
exceedingly tall fellow with a poker 
face and iron~ strong guitar riffs, that's 
Matthew Katz~Bohen. Barclay Saul's 
the curly one with the joyously 
cracked~out keyboard parts. Bassist 
ErinWa.tson just moved to town 
recently, and we're certainly glad to 
see her baby blues. And of course, 
there's Tess Durand, the little drum~ 
mer girl with a big mean 3/4. That's 
everybody. Stay and listen for a spell: 
you'll be glad you visited ... 
Arguably the most startling Bard 
band around this semester, Variety 
City is an amalgamation of straight, 
forward. 90's rock sensibility and 
impetuous bizarrg_ mentality. Sadly, 
they'll be on hiatus for a while 
because front-girl Barclay i& ventur-
ing off to Israel for the remainder of 
the year. However, a self-titled EP 
replete with five splendid tracks is 
currently available on Crazy Bird 
Records to tide diehard fans over 
'til she returns frorn the Holy Land. 
Among other things, the CD 
proves that Variety City is more 
than simply a live spectacle: these 
guys have really got something 
going on. Barclay's vocals are clear 
and intelligible in the mix, so one 
can aqually appreciate her gleefully 
demented lyrics. Katz-Bohen's gui-
tar and Saul's keyboard parts are in 
perfect sync, Durand's playing is 
concise and steady, and so on and so 
forth ... oh dear, I reahze this article 
sounds more like an ad campaEgn 
than a music review, but really, 1 
have little to say about Variety City 
that isn't biased by my ensuing ado-
ration and a current 102-degree 
fever. I'll be ecstatic to finish up 
and go home, but Et's a bittersweet 
departure, for I know I shall never 
see Variety City play again. I'm 
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In Midnight in the Garden of Good & Evil, 
Eastwood Fails to Attain Consistent Tone 
Effort to circumscribe the true .. crime novel's story line causes' confusion in film version 
5 
By SCOTT COMMERSON, Assistant Copy Editor 
Testifying in a widely-publicized murder trial, the 
always-opinionated Lady Chablis digresses for a 
moment to give ::1 matronly juror a fashi<;>f! tip. "No 
offense, Miss," purrs the drag queen to the horrified 
grandmother, "but blue is definitely not your color." 
This is one of the more -memorable scenes from 
Clint Eastwood's newest directing effort, Midnight 
in the Garden of Good and Evil. While the film has 
oddities ~nd one-liners aplenty, its basLc storyline 
fails to engage. Based on John Berendt's 
immensely popular true-crime novel set in 
Georgia, the film follows a young magazin~ writ~_! 
as he forages through the sunny, scandalous jun-
gle of Savannah high society. On assignment 
fromTown and Country magazine, New York 
freelance writer John Kelso (John Cusack) comes 
to Savannah to cover th~ annual Christmas gala 
held by wealthy :m~iques dealer Jim Will!ams. 
Kevin Spacey, who (in the movie, if not in the 
novel) is an enigmalic sweet-talker with a per-
manent smirk.on his face and a perpetual twinkle 
MTV's "Oddville" jealous. But the party is just a 
-warin~Lip for the real spectacle. In the wee hours of 
morning, Williams kills his young gigolo boyfriend. 
In spite of his repeated claims that the shooting 
was in self-defense, he is indicted on murder 
charges anyway. Once he is "outed" by the newspa-
pers, Williams is deserted by the rich socialites and 
sycophants who clamored for invitations to his 
party only the night before. Mired in the hypocrisy 
of small-town Southern society, journalist Kelso 
realizes he is onto something much bigger thai). 
.some rinky-dink Town and Country story. 
While investigating the slain hustler's back-
ground, journalist Kelso encounters some truly 
unique personalities, including an obnoxious drag 
queen, a voodoo priestess, and a gun-toting 
widow. This zany cast of characters really forms 
the heart of the mov.ie; the mystery surrounding 
the murder is far less engaging in comparison to-
the movie's many subplots. In the most memo-
rable supporting role of the year, Lady Chablis 
(playing him/herself) not only endow~ her char-
acter with spunk and sass, but gives her a genuine 
heart as we.ll. The scene in which Lady Chablis 
busts up a black dcbutantt: ball is funnier than 
anything else seen in this year's comedies. 
Unfortunately, such scene~ J:armot compensate 
for a dull plot. It seems that Eastwood is unable to 
decide which genre he is <liming fur; is the movie 
supposed to be a high-concept comedy, a mystery 
or a trial dramal Perhaps Eastwood was trying fur a 
combimHiun of all three, but he never achieves a 
consistent tone. The result is that, aside from a few 
disjointed scenes, the movie fnils to fully engage 
the audience on any level. The plot's driving force -
is the mystery surrounding the murder, yet we are 
never made to care whether Williams killed his 
lover in self defense or in cold bk)od. As a charac-
ter, Williams remains too mysterious and detached 
to capture our interest. 
in his eye. _ 
In his low "Jo-jahhh" drawl,. Williams intro-
duces Kelso to his high-roller guests, a roster of 
eccentrics which would make the producers of 
At over two-and-a-half hours, the film would 
have benefited from more c~diting. EastwuoJ's hesi-
tancy to p<trc down Berendt'::; widely acclaimed 
novel is understancb blc, but tlw. consequence is 
that the film lacks a focus. The lnve affair between 
Kelso and a Southern belle (Ally Eastwoml) seems 
particularly superfluous, while the frequent, long 
shots of downtown S;wannah often make the 
movie seem like a travel video. 
Midnight in the Garden of Good and E~,il certainly 
has its moments, but fans uf tht: buuk will likely be 
disappointed by the film's mishm~1sh of genres . 
.Afnie's Fatality 
FeSt Re~~~d~d' . 
Film Human fatalities Notable$ Une$, Stat$ and Facts 
Conan the Barbarian 27 Waxes a vulture, a 20-foot snake, a horse 
Canan the Destroyer 39 Po!lshes off)l horse, a eame~ a monster, a demigod, and Wilt Chamberlain 
Red Sonja 27 Makes pasta of a gigantic metal alligator 
Red Heat 11 Two dogs olfed . 
. - ·. TWiJ . riiil~nas fJa:cJ:, : studmii IJc"von L~dJIJw :and Nic1c .· .· .. True Lies 75 Utters "You're Fired" before launching a missle at a chap. 
;: ~; ?f£Ii§ffffi::J;n;~~;_!~f:if:i~~kes;~v;~ 'TWins DIJmps 4,000 poun<1$ of chain on a mt;m and says, "H~ had a lot on his mind." 
- : Pqwer EarS Blld Por-~JNDrinlc as wen as itiii/JilbeJJs.iiJd a .. 
curMJar for; spol1~i1JJ(:(!US pu~nping UJ!: .4t it% /id¥,h? ZJ it~~~ , .. 
dents vverepn!fent, at its low BodKin W4f:dled.easttriY whi(e . 
Commando 130 After impaling a victim on a steain pipe: "Let off some steam" 
Termfnator 61 "I'll be back." 
T2 0 "I'll be back." 
L~dfo;v in@.lc~cf ![i, Cl/1· . 't~m(cftHt li:lff!li ~:h:ii.& :/#i:.. :: : : · ·. Runfilng Man H) Blows guy up: 'What a hothead." 
Luclfow managed to .ta.!Juiate the . deat/J tolls /pi;Ji/1 ypu .· 
litiii:ky dewtees and neophyteS alike:. &lzold t/J~ glo:y! · · · 
Total Recall 58 Rubs out robot taxi driver. 
... _., :- .. - .. , . ·· · -.· ·-: : ,; :":::::·::: :;:· _. ;·--. Pred8tqr .. · 3S .· .•.. !~'a$ au_ hu~~~~ri fii-$i 26 mi~~te~. Many p!MIS and bugs annihilated . 
Destroys Lou Ferigo and a few braincells. 
The Zine Scene 
Dress Code Angst, Biker Solidarity, Lice & More 
by Elissa Nelson & Lauren Martin, Columnists 
More zine reviews! More great reasons to visit the Bard Zine Library, 
located in the Root Cellar (Bard's own student-run natural food store) in 
the basement of the Old Gym. 
Matriculate (a.k.a. Sidetracked #9A). Remember how much you hated high 
school? Remember all the bullshit you had to go through, like cliques, and 
dress codes, unreasonable rules and out-of-touch teachers? Well Menghsin 
tuok over a year to collect sturies from all sorts of different people all over 
North America. There are comics, photographs, lists, newspaper clippings, 
and tons of rants against the institution known as high school. Besides many 
angst-ridden tales of dress code violations, Matriculate also contains stories 
of sexual harassment, underground newspapers, one school's fucked-up reac-
tion to rape, and other scary stuff. Though we can all be thankful that high 
school is now but a distant memory, this is a good reminder that for m;-my, 
school is still a living hell. L.M. 
Fierce Femme #2. The subject of this zine? Women, bicycle:> and culture. No 
joke. l love it! Though I am no big-time biker myself, I get a kick reading 
about tough girls biking eround the world. This zit1e reminds me of these 
wheat-pasted signs I saw plastered all around Seattle this summer: "CARS 
KILL; KILL CARS." Learn about biker solidarity, "Waving Wednesdays" (a 
simple concept: ride your bike on Wednesday and wave to everyone else 
biking!), bike messe;-tger championships, the California AIDS ride, critical 
mass, and more. #2 also contains interviews with Donna Dresch and Mary 
Manning, photos of "Dykes on Real Bikes," and some reviews, too. L.M. 
Real Girl; The Sex Comik for all genders and orientations ... by cartoonists 
who are good in bed! Lori, who does Hot' Snot Pot (see review), sent me 
three issues of this great comic compilation. We have very few comics in 
the zine library, partly just because Lauren and l don't know much about the 
genre--if anyone does, and wants to suggest stuff we should get, ple;u;c con-
tact me. Anyway, this is a fabulous queer-positive, sex-positive comic, with 
a two- page paperdoll spread of The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, San 
Francisco's notorious and oft-photographed drag sisterhood; a strange little 
piece about a man who finds Jesus, shrunk down to a tiny size, under his 
kitchen table (Jesus tries to pass himself off as a leprechaun, but our mura-
tor isn't fooled for a minute, despite tht: Irish accent); Tom Tomorrow's 
Sparky with a condom on his beak; and lots of other entertaining and infor-
mative stuff. . E.N. 
Hot Snot Pot #7. Lori and her sister are two weird and funny ladies. They each 
have a unique writing style. In my favorite story, about when thdr whole fam-
ily got lice, Lori describes the humiliations that accompany the lice check 
and the embitrrassmcnt suffered by any child unfortunate enough to have a 
'little bugger in her hair. She tells how the school nurse made ten-year-old 
Lamey (her sister--don't ask me) sit by herself in the hallway outside the 
nurse's office, and everyone W<<lking by knew exnctly why she W<1S sitting 
there. Lori sc1ys, I'd like to go back to that school and give them all, the heart-
less petty tyrants, a once-over with a giant popsiclc stick, a.k.<l. a 2x4. Lice 
check, fuckers! Also I like Hot Snot Pot bec;1use Lori had Or. McCoy, Uhura, 
and Spock review zines for her this issue, and Spack was really kind to my 
zine, Hope; for one thing, he said "The zine is so small, it fits in my pock.et and 
doesn't interfere with the sleek lines of my uniform." E .N. 
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RED HOOK NATURAL FOODS 
9A South Broadway, Red Hook, NY 12571 
(914)758-9230 
Now Available: 
Herbs in Bulk 






Body Care Products 
Specialty Products 
Educational Materials 
Great Sandwiches from 
Vital Foods in Woodstock 
327 \\-hlt Sc: • Kiner•''"''· NY 
Cusr,,~.,, • CLas:;ic • c4'l'C'.,...Uf?$ 
15 rcat"'S ~'-~pet..,i.cncc • Sin9Lc-usc ,..,cccll.cs 
'A.rc:tsrt·r \\!;cf-,,,ur A.,..,.._"'-]ancc" 
{9/lJ) 33/-JLJ93 
BROADWAY PIZZA 
A SLICE OF NEW YORK! 
WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM! 
TIVOLI .757-2000 
$2 off with this ad 
Good on any purchq.se of large pizza or dinner 
(cannot be combined with any other coupons or specials) 
-The Bard Papers is now accepting photographs, 
'i' -
__ artwork, poetry, fiction, and film stills. 
Deadli11e February lf 1998 
Send submissions to box #799. 
All work must be anonymous and 
include box #. 
Voted #1 Pizzeria 
in Dutchess County! 
3rd Place Award for the hottest 
chicken wings in the County! 




Any Order OVer $10 
One per offer. Not vaild with any other coupon or special. Expires 2-15-98 
Eat DiDerent 
The freshest handmade Mexican food 




"II Just doesn1 aet anv bener than 
Ibis in upstate Haw York" 
lludstnValley M1glllln1 
Happy hour everv day from 
4:31 to 6 and 10 to 11 
_ Santa Fe Tivoli 
114 757 4111 
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Don't Believe 
the Hype? 
By JOEL HUNT, Contributor 
That dre.aded of words, hype, can be an interest-
ing thing. Hype, of course, permeates everything 
in late-tw~.:ntieth century culture; th;:tt is, its 
sometimes evil, sometimes good, but alwnys 
insidious nature. Hell, even the dull and W1in-
tcresting world of underground rock is suscerti-
ble to hype. Yes, even the shitty music thnt I 
choose to write about that you, dear reader, have 
probably never heard of, is publicized, debated, 
and dismissed -albeit un a much smaller scale-
in much the same way that mass media phenom-
enn such as the Spice Girls or Seinfeld are. The 
difference being tl1at the music that I often 
review is, generally, much better than anything 
any of you \Vould ever bother to listen to. Hey, it 
wasn't my choice to have such good taste. It was, 
rC!ther, a precious gift from God Himself. And if 
you believe that, then there's <1 bridge I'll sell ya, 
ya ruhe. Anyway, the first recipient of hype 
which I wish to examine is that estimable indie-
fusion pL)Werhousc known as Tortoise. 
After a few singles, two albums, and a few 
re111ixes these Chicagoans seem poised on the 
brink of, well, something (even though only 
50,000 copies of thdr last lp were sold world-
wide). Along with their above-radar status (I 
hea:d that one of their songs is fe<1tured promi-
nently in a current Calvin Klein tdevision ad) 
has come considerable hype, along with its late-
arriving sister backlash. Although their releases 
h<lv.e stylistically changed over an incredibly 
short span of time, there is still something of sub- . 
stance there. However, those of us who are fans 
(from the first single, man!) will have to wait 
into the middle of next year for thdr new L.P 
which is tentatively entitled tnt. So, in lieu of 
new material, there are quite a few Tortoise side-
projects worth mentioning. 
First off is the debut by Isotope217 which fca~ 
tures Dan Bitney, Johnny "Machine" Herndon, 
and Jeff Parker of S<lid ;lqUC!tic-reptile-group, as 
well as some other Chicago luminaries. 
Recorded by Windy City stalwarts Bundy K. 
Brown {himself a former Tortoise member) and 
Casey "The Designer" Rice (Tortoise soundman 
and former guitarist for- gasp!- Liz Phair), The 
Unstable Molecule (a split release from Thrill 
Jockey and New Beyond) has the· same sound 
quality that you would expect from any Tortoise 
release. However, it does contain one wonderful 
element which Tortoise lacks: horns. I will admit 
that I've been a sucker for horns lately, and in 
the talented hands of this ensemble, the instru-
ments have an indescribably wonderful versatil-
ity. The compositions themselves range from 
contemplative pseudo-j<1ZZ to almost-unembar-
rassing funk. Hey, tht:se nutty guys even play a 
. Tortoise song, "La Jetee," which is unavailable 
for the moment. Wow, and I thought there was a 
lot 0f nerotism at Bard ... 
Also Tortoise-related is the new split twelve-
inch single by Dehuosa and U-sheen on Fluid 
Ounce Records. But contained within these 
grooves you'll find drum n' bass-oriented .stuff, 
nicely executed and relatively anonymous (to 
the point that I don't know which Tortoise 
members arc actually involved). Which, for such 
a deliberately star-less genre, is commendable. 
On the ep end, there's a new one by The Sea and 
Cake. This Chicago pop group features Tortoise 
drummer Jl)hn McEntire as well as occasionally 
ol' man Doug McCombs on synthesizer duties . 
·Earn Extra Income for '97 
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes 
tor details RUSH $1.00 with SASE t9: ... 
A LESSER LIGHT: Jessamine's unhyped Another Fictionalized History. 
Their newest rt:lease on the ubiquitous Thrill 
Jockey imprint, Two Gentlemen, features three 
remixes by Jiin O'Rourke, Bundy K. Brown, and 
Casey Rice, and two instrumental reworkings of 
songs from their last lp The Fawn. I'm not such a 
huge fan of the Rice and Br~)wn remixes, 
although they have their moments. Of course, 
the O'Rourke remix is excellent (as arc most 
things the man touches), and the two instru-
Yes, even ·the shitty music 
that I choose to write about 
that you, dear reader, have 
probably never heard of, is 
publicized, debated, and 
dismissed - albeit on a 
much smaller scale - in 
much the same way that 
mass media phenomena 
such as the Spice Girls 
or Seinfeld are. 
mentals arc pretty good, too. But unless you're a 
comrlctist, it's probilbly nut such a good intro-
duction to their goofy-pop-fusion world. 
David Pajo is the one member of Tortoise 
with the most hype baggage, having once been a 
member of Stint and Stereo lab. But to those of us 
who may know him, we also know that he was in 
lesser lights Maurice, Rising Shotgun, Solution 
Unknown, King Kong, etc , Plus, knowing that 
he takes a shit just like anyone else helps reduce 
the idolization-hype fctctor. Anyw<~y, be's got a 
new album out under the pseudonym Aerial-M, 
and if you were here over Reading Week, you 
might have seen this b<1nd (fleshed out by 
Louisville compatriots) perfl)rm. The main com-
plaint I heard th<lt night was that they were "bor-
ing." Well, let me fill you in, bub: it's nut they 
who are boring, it is you. I find the music that 
they m<1ke to be a zillion times more interesting 
than hearing your complain, you pathetic stu-
dent. Whew! Lost mysc:lf there for a second. 
Anyway, Aerial-M's self-titled debut is available 
on Drag City, and it docs not smoke. Rather, it 
smolders, which is nice for a change. 
Another recipient of the indie-hype sweep-
stakes would be none other than Will Oldham. 
You may know him better by many of his bands' 
n<1mes: Palace Brothers, Palace, Palace Songs, 
Palace Music, etc. (you get the idea). After the 
excellent first album There Is No-One What Will 
Take Care of You, Mr. Oldham was the receiver of 
much hype, but mostly well-earned. However, 
after a slew of bad tours and worse albums (Viva 
Last Blues, Arise Therefore), I was ready to write 
him off. However, he pulled ofT a succcssfu( tour 
L1st summer, and h;~:; ~~ _L!rcat.m.:w alhum t:ntitlcd 
]O)'a (on Dmg City). Bmdc~11ly, this Cllbum seems 
to represent Oldham's proverbial grab-for-th~:­
ring. Some people I know have compbncd 
about tb~..: "slick" sound, but l actue~lly enjoy it 
and find it aprwpriate.-But, at least it's nice tu 
know thiil this band (v,.·hich includes D-.1vid 
Pajo) c<~n <Ktuillly pby. Besides, the P'>orcr 
sound quality nf t;~lrlicr lp's pr1>h<1hly had more tu 
Jo with lack uf funding than an nctual choice. 
\XIhat~..:ver, ]oya represents OlJh<Im's lat~..:st fumy 
into the Scott Walker ccccntric-loncr-sun).!-
writer st;lkes, anJ that's fmc. When he sings "I 
am still what l meant to be/ And I'm losing my 
mind/ But uur burdens must lessen/ And our en~.:· 
mics die," I c~1n't lwlp but get shivers. 
Two lesser lights in the. rc,11tn of undcrground-
whatever-you-cilll-it that still haven't received 
their resrectivt: hypt:s quitt: yt:t me Jessamine 
and Windsor fur the Derby. So, hey, supplying 
the hype is what I'm here for! Jessamine nrc ·,1 
four-piece from th~..: Pacific Northwest (yeah, I 
know what you're thinking, so don't think it) 
whu have released two ,,!bums and a handful of 
singles. Their newest release, Another Fictional-
ized History, is a double-lp compibtiun of said 
singles. Unlike most singles comps, however, this 
release features rerecorded versions uf said sin-
gles. Which is actually a good thing because 
Jessatriine expand on their previous idc;1s with-
out perverting their own crcntions (a la that 
Police "greatest hits" lp). The compilation, 
available on their own Histrionic labd, ft:<ltures 
hard-to-find tracks, not to mention their gre;ll 
covers of Suicide's "Chcr..:e" (lnd the Silver 
Apples' "Oscillations." Windsor fur the Derby's 
new album (Minnie Grcutzfcldt) just arrived from 
the Austin-based Trance Syndicate L1bd. If you 
missed their performance <It the Old Gym (lll 
Friday, November 14, then you missed one of the 
only bands I've ever h~..:ard which successfully 
conjures up the ghosts of Joy Division without 
being so specifically obvious: Which, again, is a 
good thing. 
If you're wondering whert: to g..:t the dish un such 
low-level hype, you might w;mt to try the so-called 
"fanzinc" culture. Of course, they dn srnck a few mtt-;ic-
reiC!ted thin.s>s in Bard's Zinc Libmry in the Root Ccllr1r, 
but you'll h<we to w;Kle through dozens of pointlc.•.;s 
"personal" zinc.'! prudua.J by te-enagers with too much 
free time who superficially tackle such "weighty" t'i'o'Ues 
as vegctari<mism, sexnality, f1shion, ;U1d, uh, weight. 
However, for d1e tnLL'iic lover, there is hope. 
The latest i.s.sue of Bananafish ha:; hit the 
shelves, complete with the usual lengthy intt:r-
views and amusingly impcnetrnblc reviews. For 
those not famili<=Jr, Bananafish covers tht: "noiscr" 
side of the spectrum, as this issue features 
"bands': such as Climax Golden Twins, Nihilist 
Spasm B;md, and S'tilluppsteyp;t. The cheap 
price also includes a great compilation cd f~atur­
ing America's favorite comedian, Neil 
Hamburger. Also Ot!t now is the British magnzine 
The Wire, featuring a cover article (and snazzy 
photos) on Jim O'Rourke as well as <Irticlcs on 
Oskar Sala, Faust, French pl)St-rock (ha! ), and 
others. Soon to hit the :;helves are the new issues 
of Muckrackcr, Halana, and Pof>watch, among 
other:;, so keep those eyes peeled, kids! (No, I 
don't mean literally!) 
So for next time, I'll try to keep it brief as I get 
away from the rock thing and explore releases 
from the wonderful genres of Minimalism and 
Microtonality. It'll be lots of fun, .mJ I rrombe 
that yuu won't fall asleep while reading it. Well, 
mnybe that's one pr~1mise I just won't be <lbie t~> 
keep. But since this is the last issue of the 
Obser•ver for the semester, you'll just have to 
wait. Damn! Well, we'll see you next year. 
GROUP FIVE 
· 6.547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N 
Colorado Springs, Co., 80918 
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Stevie Nicks · 
4, leatha, 4, lace, 
and 4,Eva 
By LEAH ZANONI, Contributor 
Wow, I can't think of anyone else on earth that I 
, fantasize about more. Stevie Nicks is just about 
the most magical woman I've ever he21rd wailing 
and her outfits arc ne<H-o. Are her floor-length 
sheer cuf[.; custom-made or what? 
When you think about it, Stevie totally cre-
ated '80's sleazy dress-up fashion. A visionr'!ry of 
the pL·n and cloth, Stevie's bc~::n strutting around 
in gauzy dresses and cowboy bouts and throwing 
sparkles with ht.:r smile fur longer than 
Madonna's h<td a personal trainer. Consider 
Madonna's look: tons of bracelets, net shirts (I'm 
talking '80's here, folks), mini skirts, high and 
tight, and scarves bunched aU over her stiff, dyed 
h<lir. Allow me to point out how we get 
Madonna directly from the lovely Nicks. Stevie's 
own pt.:rsonal style is what :she c<urled onto the 
st;lgcs of the world: her visions of crows and 
mBgic and gypsy travelers. T<tke off her flowing 
dresses (if only), and you are left with the net 
shirt and pounds of pancake make-up and thus 
'80's Madonna, whom I love. Don't think l't:n 
saying that the Material Girl need$ more than 
money to fix her ills, because she has with the 
new conservative (respectable), 90's look she has 
going. Unlike Madonna, Stevie never rcaHy ven-
tured into the' tacky by showing lots of shoulder 
skin. She just marched to her own (often out-of-
time) f.lshion sensibilities, creating a persona 
much more memorable than say, Mariah Carey. 
Sec, Stevie really is a legend. Directly from her 
we got the 80's cowgirl/mystk/acccssorized/diva 
look. There's magic all around her. 
Fleetwood Mac is not back together as l 
thought. Wishful thinking perhaps, but not over 
Stevie's dead body would the traumatized mem-
bers ~)frock's first "surer group" reunite offi.dally. 
They just needed the money, but I'm grateful for 
the fantastic televised Burbank Studios concert 
where Stevie looked better than ever in a 
dark-moudcd funeral pyre outfit of black and 
wings. Her performance of "Silver Springs" left 
me aching for more as she turned to Lindsay and 
in inimitable fashion sang/screamed at him dur-
ing the close of the song, "Was I just a fool?" 
Well, I am for loving her, but Stevie's vocal anJ 
visual pt'rformances can weaken the hardest soul. 
This girl has fire. 
So, l must write of her, for she is the only per-
former left with an ounce of artistic il.1.tegrity. 
And the same can be said for her band members. 
They don't stand on stage and look bored for our 
benefit. They provide an emotional, heartfelt 
performance for the viewer, a rare treat in an age 
when stupidity and stage zombies rule concert 
venues. I hate Jakob Dylan and everyone else. 
Thank god for this resurgence of 70's rockers. Yes 
j~st played in St. Louis recently and ftgain I say 
thank god! The 70's were IT and people who 
don't recognize this can all go listen to Prodigy or 
whatever, because I am saying that YOU ARE 
STUPID. What about grooves and mommy in 
the sunlit kitchen of suburbia, wearing a striped, 
"Was I just a fool?" . 
Well, I am for loving her, 
but Stevie's vocal and 
visual performances can 
weaken the hardest soul. 
This girl has fire. 
flared sweater and feeding the cat? There's noth-
ing attr3ctive about cold-hearted snakes, as 
Paula Abdul learned. The 70's, at least my 
stilted, p<lrticular conception of them, was a time 
of slow gwoves and hopeful harmonies. Th<Jt's 
where Stevie comes in, along with Christine 
Me Vie, whu deserves more than a cursory men-
tion in this piece. A moment of respect for this 
British softie who wrote such songs as that one 
(I've forgotten the title) on Fleetwood Mac's first 
album. It goes "Forever and ever ... " and it's just as 
smooth <'IS ice, but sunny ice. California, you 
know. Anyway, to go aLong with a common 
statement, I love Fleetwood Mac because those 
folks wrote terrific songs and sang them even bet-
ter, hit aftt.:r hit. 
The lyricist.s of Fleetwood Mac, Lindsey 
Buckingham and Christine Me Vie, and Stevie 
Nicks specifically, sculpted some of the most per-
fect sounds in the history of pup music. My 
friend, B<1rclBy, would disagree and mention the 
Beatles and that my love of Fleetwood M<tc is 
dragging me down, but hey, I can connect the 
two bands in a sentence if I want to. Fleetwood 
Mac were really about the '70s as far as feeling 
goes--and that would mean post-'60s-- and so the 
tortured youths were on a different wavelength 
than the Beades who seemed too concerned with 
the world. Both bands had tons of hits, though. 
Barclay would then posit that "just because a 
band has a hit doesn't make them visionary." 
Stevie and her friends were oh so delving sharply 
into personal themes effectively and beautifully. 
More to the point, the Beatlcs didn't have 
Stevie. The Be;ltles were a pop group too, except 
they "substance" whatever that means in a capi-
t<tlist structure like the recording industry. 
Stevie is b<1be in the first degree. Her voice in 
like wavering gold and her words are like Hebrew 
script on lambskin. Anyone who ls not approprt-
ately prepared to experience the gypsy's soul can 
ch<1nge such a dire state by watching VH-1, which 
has been airing biographies of <tll my favorite Jrug-
addicted, manic, alcoholic 70's rockers. 
Stevie wore a lot llf red in the 'SO's. A great pic-
ture of her c<tn be found on the cover of her 1989 
album, The Other Side if the Mirror. On that par-
ticular album, she sings a duct with Bruce 
Hornsby, another '801s least ftvoritc, and this hit, 
''Two Kinds of Love," is, depending on where you 
stand, spruced up by none other than t\w famous 
Kenny· G. Person<11ly, I love the song because it 
takes courage to have such a threesome, but 
Stevie did it. It's a great prop to a decade of aqurt 
and the Cole-Haan loafers. Stevie's lyrics defi-
nitely suffered in the '80's and [ fed th.it this h<lS 
to do with her abuse of cocaine. The chatty, 
downward-spiral drug left skeletons of her profun~ 
dity amidst synth~;:s\zers an.J mediocre studio musi-
cians. Although she went her own wrty, she never 
found musicians so attuned to her creative self as 
Fleetwood Mac. Everyone knows the story of how 
Stevie had a hole in her nose the size of Mama 
Cass, but as long as Stevie's o.k., r don't think it's 
a point to belabor. What is rock and roll allabout, 
if not living in a world with no rules or restric-
tions? She needed cocaine because she was miser~ 
able "dancing across the stages o( the world." Yet, 
she had to d<mce because it was and is her passion. 
l feel for Stevie because kids nowadays just 
don'-t get her passion, her cross-Jecade sex 
appeal and vigor. Everyone should at least own 
Rumours to appreciate her artistic greatness. Just 
to mention another fabulous Indy of classic rock 
who has gotten the short end of the adulatkm 
stick, Grace Slick-she needs some attention. 
The girl rocks-but back to Stevie; her voice 
melts with Grace's on the terrific duet, 
"Rhi<tnnon." Even my techno-listening room-
mate thinks Stevie's vocals melt like hollandaise 
un his tongue. Yes, l have pushed Stevie on him. 
Now he knows the truth about the planet's 
grooviest songstress and is grateful. I've been 
thinking about Stevie for months. How sexy and 
talented this blonde goddess is and how if I 
could've, I would've. Stevie 4-eva. 
ThE DANciNG PAp.ERclip of ToRMENTEd Souls 0 I by MAqNvs 
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Rough Waters, 
Smooth Sailin' 
A night with jazz legend Jimmy Cobb 
By BASIL BOURIS, News Editor 
. Never let anyone tell you that Olin Auditorium is <1 good place to hear 
live jazz. Its sterile walls and lecture. hall-style seating arc immediate 
obstacles to any musician whose art thrives on the intimate and subtle 
interactions bt:tween performers and audience members. Such was ~he 
scene this past Friday evening as legendary jazz drummer Jimmy Cobb 
(you might know him from such albums as John Coltrane's Giant Steps 
or Miles O,wis's Kind of Blue) took the stage alongside an all-star cast 
including trombonist Roswell RuJJ and saxophonist extraordinaire 
Harvey Kaiser. 
Despite the organizational efforts of Melanie Shaw and the Bard jazz 
Heritage Club, the sole sponwr of the ~oncert, the impersonal setting 
proved the least of the obstacles the musicians had tl) overcome. "Ina," 
a song by an obscure 1950's comroser named Herbie Nickles, was the 
first tunc of the evening and was marked by the obvious inaudibility of 
bassist Walter Booker. However, what appeared to be a faulty amplifier 
gave I:toswell Rudd a chance to truly show off his skills of improvisation 
as he wrapped thl! only vocal microphone in a T-shirt and stuffed it 
between Booker's bass strings. 
Two songs later the microphnne had to be unwrapped so Bard's own 
pianist Joel Bishop O'brien could sing "Shangri-la", a tune that allowed 
the rhythm section to exhibit their stylistic diversity as they ripped i~to 
a steamy Latin groove midway through the ballad. The evening 
reached its comical peak a few minutes later, however, during "Grand 
Central" (a song Cobb recorded originally in the mid-1960's with John 
Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley, and Paul Chambers). Booker, with 
microphone now safely restored to its nook between his strings, roared 
into a mesmerizing solo but was unfortunately now much too loud. 
Harvey Kaiser quickly sent a series of hand signals up to the control 
booth, which apparently houses the mi"crophone's volume knob. Upon 
the misinterpretation l)f Kaiser's downward gesticulations, the five 
musicians momentarily disappeared as the stage lights faded into dark-
ness. But despite it all-faulty amp and schizophrenic microphone 
alike-Booker came smokin' out of the darkness and set the stage for a 
near-flawless (by comparison) second set. 
As humorous as all of the evening's problems were, it was very much 
this same disorg;mization and miscommunication that all()wed the 150 
or so in attendance to bare witness to one of the things that makes live 
jazz. so great. That is the solving of musical problems, whether they 
exist structurally within the music itself or involve outside forces 
beyond the musici::lns' control. This is the creative process unfolding 
live before your very eyes. A great musician once remarked that "play-
ing music in a studio is like building a ship in ::~ bottle, and playing 
music live is like navigating a ship on the open sea." The beauty of this 
process and of this music is in the details, the stuff th<Jt you might miss 
if you don't have a front-row seat in a large contert hall. 
When, before fl Rudd original entitled "Bonehead," a fiery-eyed and 
mellow Jimmy Cobb shook his own 'head and murmured, "How does 
that one go?" Walter Booker laughed, and in a gravel voice even deeper 
than his bass, sang four words of explanation: "da-bome-de-ba." And 
they were off. . · . 
So no matter how rough the waters this past Friday evening, much 
respect is due these great musicians who have successfully navigated 
unchmted territory for many more years than n~ost of us have lived, and 
many thanks arc due to thl! Bard Jazz Heritage Club for bringing a lit-
tle jazz to tht.: stark halls of Olin. 
The Root Cellar 
Bard's Natural. Foods Cooperative 
in the Basement of the Old Gym 
Offering the very best in 
natural refreshment 
Reed's Ginger Brew, Annie's Mac & Cheese, 
Panda Licorice, Glenny's Spirulina and Ginseng Bars, 
Red Hot Blues, Kettle Chips, organic teas and coffee, 
and an assortment of other goodies. 
Open everyday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Eschew. lfldi viduality, 
Block it qff with the Trilogy 
, The phl.losophy.,of television viewing in deKline 
s;:,STSPHANIE SCHNEIDER, Arts & Entertallunent Editor 
Working in deKUnelnthe evenings ha,s forced me to watch a lot of t.v. Over 
time, I have noticed distinct patterns in the t.v.-watching habits of Bard stu-
, dents. f can deduce' what shows are most popular by the size of the crowd 
. ., present at that time:Each year offers a new spectrum. Last ~emester, there 
... '\:V(lS a Dukes of Hazziird contingency, whiCh now seems to have given way to 
·. t!Ighlandercrowd. And of course there are the obvious favorites: the always 
t;:las§lcally comic Simpsons, the intriguing X~FJles, and perhaps this year's 
biggest phenomenon:. South Park. 
Being forced to study these . patterns. I have also noticed a difference 
between the way that I and many at Bard view t.v. For me, it is not the indi" 
vidual show that is most important, although I do have favorites ;;~s well. 
Rather, I like to plan my t.v. watching around the most .:::onvinient time in 
order to get maximum t.v. enjoyment. In other words, what i arn calling for is 
a new way of viewing t.v. Instead of going for the individual show, one should 
aim to find one's o-wn personal block of t.v. time, made up of a conglomerate 
of personally appeaHng shows. I thought that I had found that ideal block 
until it was cruelly altered. I am trying to adjust to the new block, but it is the 
old one for which I still long. It was perfect. It was t.v. heaven. 
The block that lam talking about is what a friend of tnine has coined "The 
Trilogy." It started out wlth Seinfeld. followed by Cheers, Murphy Brown. and 
the gra:fld finale: The Honeymooners. (O.k., so that's four shows. Sorry.) Now, 
. .~he who~e purpose of the Trilogy was predicated on the fact that you would 
watch each show with the knowledge of what came before It and what would 
. come-a.ttei it:·rii other .. words-;);ou waichea Cheers with the knowledge that it 
was sandwiched betweenSeinfeldand Murphy Brown. You didn't watch each 
show as an individual entity, but rather as part of the whole. The conception 
of shows a~ a .block of t.v. colors how you view each show. 
Th_e beal,ltyof..a block of t.v. is that you know where it is going and you 
know when it w~ll end. Your t;.v. watching is never anti-cllma.:::tk, You know 
exactly when to walk away. If you watch shows individually, you are using t.v. 
&s .. a momentary.dlstraction; with a block you have a conception of the 
future. You w.atch because there is something to look forward to and some~ 
thing that you've completed. 
. It is very important that you flnd your own personal block, but I will tell 
yoH why the Trilogy was such a great one. 
· .. Seinfeldis a show that can very well stand on Its own two feet. It's funny, 
although many times it has a painfully frustrating storyline it definitely 
hooks you in. It's entertaining. It's got solid characters. And since the 
Trilogy was made up of syndicated shows. many SdnfP!d episodes were 
prime ones from the glory days of the series. But I can't really get involved 
In describing why each show is so great, becaus~ each show really isn't so 
great on its own; but in a block, they were part of something perfect. 
For e){ample, I will never admit to being a fan of Cheers, but I watched It in 
the Trilogy. Why? Because it is in the middle, it is the static, familiar part of 
. the bJoc;k.lt is (iritraU.it;Jcl; con~eptually and physically. As most people know, 
, H. tak~s.place In a Bo~tonbar, whose patrons sit in a circular configuration-at 
th~ par-JNi~hJh~Jhow'u!~r.~{~h~J?:llft~nders Coach, Sam, and Woo~y) in their 
midst: Ifs just so comforting and that is what t.v. is all about. What's impor~ 
.. ta11t is f}t:)t the,.S~(:ific content of. each episode, but rather how the show makes 
you feel. For example, my little sister. when she couldn't sleep, would watch the 
Home Shopping Club, not for its content but for its soporific effect. T.v. serves . 
other purposes besides merely entertaining (putting you to sleep is not always 
the matn one~ though). · . 
'Murphy Brown Is a great show on its own accord-but thank heavens for syn-
dication, because later episodes (for my tastes) become watered down and driv~ 
ely. and too politically oriented. 
At the end of the Trilogy, The Honeymooners was like an aftt'r-dinner 
mint, your reward for sitting through an hour~and~a~half of the other shows, 
from which you are not always guaranteed a good episode. With The 
Honeymoo11ers you are. I promise that you won't be dissapointed. 
But now the Trilogy Is gone. The executives at Channel 11 have for some 
reason stuck Frasier in the midst, therefore eliminating the Hone;'JJJOOJ1ers. 
What's the point of watching now? I just don't know. I can't grasp F1asier', it 
is such a watered~down show with such demented characters. You get the. 
sense that there is something seriously wrong with each one. They have 
taken the sickest character from Cheers, the psychiatrist played by KeJsey 
Grammer, and added the r~st of his family (yep, even Lillith occasionally 
makes an appearance). I just don't get it: why did they destroy t.v. perfection? 
So, lately, I've been in search of a new block of T.V. time, and I'd recom-
mend that if you plan to watch T.V. over lntersession you should find your 
own personal block. Treat it as a project, something you can construct. It is 
kind of like a recipe: find your paticular ingredients and make something 
that you'll look forward to everyday. 
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"Too Clever By Half' 
Lewonczyk directing Ostrovsky makes sense 
But many are curious: what's with the schlong? 
By LAUREN CIBORSKI, Contributor 
I, the aforesigned, a somewhat horn-
swaggled reporter, would like you to 
read this review with the understand-
ing that I do not consider myself a 
Clever critic. But hcr<.:'s what I think 
anyway. 
The Bard Drama Dep:utment's lat-
est pmduction, Too Clever by Half or 
Diary of a Scoundrel, by Alexander 
Ostrovsky, is set in Moscow during the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century. 
The main character, Yegor Gloumov 
(Ty Howell), as part of a scheme to 
replenish his family's lost fortune, 
manipubtes a circle of aristocrats by 
playing on their sympnthies. The story 
serves to expose the various insecurities" 
and whimsicalitit:s of tht..: Russian elite 
at the time the play was written. The 
script lends itself well to comp::trison ' 
with other plays of its time; nothing 
particularly shucking or absurd, it has a 
somewhat academic sense of humor, 
and it is more longwindcd than most 
freshman seminar papers. 
In fact, with <1ll due respect to the 
stamina of the cast and crew, the show 
was pretty damn long. It's asking a lot 
of an audience to spend three and a 
half hours watching a production at 
this time of year, and perhaps this play 
could have been produced earlier on in 
the semester. It's a sht=lme th<'lt the 
Drama Department consistently saves 
the lengthiest show of the se;1son for 
finals week, when student morale is low 
and the· audience leaves half of its 
attention in the library. 
The acting was generally pretty 
solid, but as usual there were a few our-
standing cast members who I would 
like to recognize. First, Ty Howell, 
whose almost hypnotic stage presence 
was the glue that held this lengthy pro-
duction togethe~. Without trying to 
sound like a spot on his resume, Ty is 
an. exc"eptiorially talented and funny 
theater artist whose ability to remain 
onstage almost throughout the show 
should be lauded. Second, Caitlin 
McDonough-Thayer (Kleopatra) and 
Danny "!?owes (Mamaev), newcomers 
to the Bard theatre scene, who hdd 
their own in a cast of primarily more 
experienced actors and whose future 
appearances are eagerly anticipated. 
Applause is also due to the three foot-
men (E. Corinth Briggs, Yoyssef 
Kerkour, and Graham Bliss) who pro-
vided much-needed comic relief. 
Extra, applause is owed to the set 
crew, and the costume, make-up, and 
hair design. It is rare to see so much 
attention paid to such details in a Bard 
production, :md all of tht: students on 
the technical end deserve long overdue 
respect for a job well done. Of course i 
cannot compliment the production 
staff without mentioning the designers, 
Darryl Stone (costumes) and Alexis 
Kelly {hair) in palticulnr. 
But, a few words of admonition are 
in order as this is a critical review. 
Though nudity in a theatre production 
can make a very powerful statement, it 
is often abused by Bard's Drama 
Department. In this production specif-
ically, the opening scene showing a 
twenty-something Russian aristocrat 
waltzing around buck-naked in front of 
-his mother buck naked seemed excep-
- tionally awkward and perhaps a little 
unnecessary. Really, what is the point? 
All the ;.mdicncc can do is wonder, 
"Why the schlong?" Also, regarding 
the ending, I don't get it. 
Finally, congratulations to Jeff 
Lewonczyk on his mainstage directorial 
debut. All in all the production was 
cohesive and refined. It is obvious he 
spent innumerable hours putting it 
together. I lo.ve you, babe. 
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission: 
A betrayal of the martyrs who fought for South Africa's liberation from a racist government! 
By MICHAEL CANHAM, Contributor 
Immediately after signing the Truth and Reconciliation 
Bill into law, President Nelson Mandela n:markeJ, "now 
that 'south African's have reached ~his historical epoch, 
it is only by knowing the truth th:.H South Africans will 
enjoy true freedom and heal the wounds of the past." 
On December 31,1961, the African National 
Congress (ANC), then a liberation mo~ement and the 
only true representative of the aspirations of the 
oppressed majority declared, "There comes a time in the 
life of any nation where there remains two choices: sub-
mit of fight. That time has now come for South Africa. 
We will not submit, but fight until we bring the 
Apartheid regime to its knees." This declaration, taken 
after almost 50 years of passive resistance against an 
unyielding racist regime backed by British imperialism, 
was to change the course of politics in South Africa. 
only ensured the deaths of thousands of innocent women 
and children, but also targeted statesmen. 
The first statesman to fall victim to this was President 
Samora Machd, the head of the first' worker and peasant 
socialist government in Mozambique who died in a mys-
terious plane crash in 1985. The South African govern-
men-t denied any direct involvement in his death, 
despite subsequent court evidence to the contrary. And 
although some of the atrocities of the Apartheid state 
were given ample attention in the progressive black 
media, the privileged white minority raised not a single 
specter of objection to the tyrrany of South Africa. In 
fact, more and more white South Africans were equipped 
with firearms to "exterminate these Native terrorists." 
forces -a locatilm of covert opemtions, responsible for 
the maiming of innocent civilians in downtown Soweto. 
Mr F.W. De Klerk immediately issued a press statement, 
denying any knowledge of De Kok. This is despite sworn 
court statements by De Kok and many others that De 
Klerk was at the head of state security and knew each 
and every activity of covert operations. 
. With the ANC banned as a liberation movement, its 
leadership either under house arrest, jailed for long term 
sentences or killed, thousands of youths fled South 
Africa to join Umkhonto We Sizwe ( Spear of the 
Nation), the ANC's military wing, located in Zimbabwe, 
Zambia and Mozambique. It had become clear that the 
only hope for liberating South Africa was to confront the 
Apartheid state with violence, as it had for a long time 
confronted peaceful and unarmed demonstrations with 
To bring all these details to light, and as part of the 
negotiated settlement in South Africa, the Nationalist 
Party that had fomerly ruled finally agreed to assist and 
cooperate in the establishment of the so-called Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). Among the 
many tasks of the TRC was to investigate the activities 
of the former Apartheid regime and to subpoena all 
those involved directly or indirectly in alleged human 
rights abuses committed in the heyday of Apartheid. 
More significantly, the TRC was to se~ure relief measures 
and compensation for those who fell victim to the 
Apartheid state's dirty tricks. 
The case of De Kok cost taxpayers almt)St 3 million 
rand, ($1 ,034,482), and De Kok was found guilty anyway 
and sentenced to 120 years imprisnnmcnt. Why did the 
government spend all this money, even though each 
black person i~ South Africa knows that De Klerk was 
indeed involved? The De Kok case proves that the TRC 
is yet another extravagant waste of money that could 
have been directed to essential social services, for which 
Black South Africans have no access. 
At the same time, P.W. Botha, former st<ltc president 
fr01;,n 1979-1989, Mr Adriaan Vlok, former Minister of 
Police from 1980-1988, and countless formt:r cabinet 
ministers have publicly refused to <!ppear bL·forc the 
TRC, claiming that their attacks on Blacks were in 
defence of Afrikaaner and white supremacy against the 
threat of black domination. ln the me<lntime, the youths 
that left South ·Africa in the 1970's have retun~ed to a 
situation- of despair, hopelessness and joblessness. The 
promises of a better future has all but cullnpscd. With 
only 5 months left. before the TRC concludes its failed 
mission, it is only a matter of time before the world real-
izes the struggle for justice in South Africa epiwmizcd by 
the surrogate TRC (reconciliation and fraternity) is a 
betrayal of those who lost their lives in the real struggle 
for a better South Africa. TI)c TRC has thus become a 
talk shtlp, failing to bring the real perpetrators to justice. 
In fact, many of the..,e ministers continue tl) serve in 
South Africa's democratic parli<lment. Therefor~, it is 
dear to ~:'eryone that the TRC is not, as Mandcla has 
hoped, uncovering truth, but is an instrument of those 
_who continue to secure privilege. 
·the barrel of a gun. These youths left their families and edu-
cation and underwent intense military training in order to 
contribute to the freedom struggle in South Africa. 
At the same time, the White minority represented by 
the racist and fascist Nationalist Party viewed the actions 
of this just war an act of terrorism and sabotage and a 
threat to white privilege. Adopting a policy of destabi-
lization, often backed by the United States through mili-
tary and logistical support, thousands of troops entered 
some of the southern African neighboring states, killin_g 
anyo~e suspected of associating with the banned ANC 
and its military wing. 111is policy of destabilization not 
Suddenly, the white minority, this time represented 
by the defeated Nationalist ~arty, have ;;orne out against 
the TRC, saying that it is a witch hunt, an exercise of 
revenge by the black majority. Of course, this is all non-
sense because the same whites who now claim to be vic-
tims of Apartheid ideology in fact were its greatest 
defenders and continue to be the primary beneficiaries of 
the legacy of Apartheid capitali~m. 
For example, in 1995, the South African Supreme 
Court subpoenaed the notorious Eugene De Kok, 
Director of Vlakplaas, a strategic location just outside 
Joh<mnesburg used by the former government to carry 
out assassination activities against black anti-Apartheid 
;~Please Don't Kill Yourself 
.·. By ANDYV;\RYU~ Contributor 
I've been hea;tng ·a lot of_ t~lk lately abo~t people. wlJ.o ha"Ve been thinking about .• 
· kllllng themselve$. r<::an hardly write thls, It'rlpsme up inside so much. Because 
it's not ol5ay, it's reaHy not okay, but I knoW tfla'df you are ilieady thinking about 
.. killing yourself then its hard to understand ~,Vhy it's_not ok3y. I guess I just want 
...... to 'trjtto explain, because until were done with the Sf!Inester, thiflgs seerri to be only 
. getd~g,·h;rg.~~ a~~urid here. ·rwantto saysornething to everybody who will ever 
think about this. . · · ··· 
Once year5 ago, I was driving with the brother of a friend past an elementary 
school that I didn't even go to. but my friend's brother told me that school had been 
<:an<:eled that day, because some kid had been found who.had hanged himself from a 
· tree l.n the playground. I had_noidea who.the kid.was,hut to hear ~bo11t somebody 
t;hooslng that felt like somebody pulling the drain plug from my stomach, and my soul 
·• just emptied through my abdomen. A$ if it was Somebody I knew. I remember, after 
· ··I was empty that way, becoming so pissed off, fighting fron;t the insid.~ against any idea 
that would .!-JV~n . consider that okay, becoming SO vttally pissed off - at a dead person 
. ·~for. doing that. I th\nk. though, that if it had been somebody I had known, I WC)uld-
.· n't fuwebeenabiei:ogetso pissed off.ltwouldhave been a lot worse. 
Sometime hel:ween then and now, I learned what suicidal thoughts felt like. It's not 
appropriate here to go into it, but looking back I aSk myself Vl(hy, why? How could it . 
. get so bad that these thoughts would plague my mental activity, that I would enter-
tain this exhilarating, frightful threat that at once would s~ow the world that it could-
n't push me around anymore. Once it had pushed me. off the edge. 
I know It can seem like a choi~e. and ihat part of the 'sed~cdve' nature of killing 
· yourself is that, With one final exercise of free ..vi]l.y()~ get t() !~ave a life that. seems 
trapped under a burden of unforgiving drcumstanees. But no, please, don't let your 
mind play that trick on you. There is nothing free ab9u~ t:.hoosing wend it all. it is 
only evidence of a mindset that has become a Jittl~ too overwhelmed to see the less 
severe choices that can be made to find your way out of a mess. 
When you consider the question. you are really gambling withsome pretty high 
stakes on a very unpredictable outcome, and a depressed mindset is hardly the right 
one from which to be doing so. Who. really who is to say what it's like after you kill 
yourself? I can describ~ damn well the emotional mess you'd leave .!:;lehind here after~ 
wards, but for you -who's to say? 
Your answer p~obably depends onthefeelings that led you to ask. Do you expect 
nothingness? This is what 1\·e heard from somebody, and he talks about suicide 
because he's too tired to deal with this shit an:ymore. Or are you willing to deal with 
eternal, spiritual damnation. if that's what your religion predicts? I would guess that 
the problems you feel are very oriented around dealing with the tedious issues of life. 
which have led you to neglect your spirit. Perhaps you even see a beof)nt in death, 
be~alll!e .it would allow you to. leave the superficial concerns of life behind and expt"riw 
ence something. even hell. at l:l spiritual level. 
Please, listen. there are an infinite number of choices you can make. all of which 
can lead you to the fulfillment you are lacking, and suicide is only the most uncertain 
~pf~Jr.r:~~ponsible one. If rest is what you desire, then do what you need to do to give 
yourself time to rest. Change your responsibilities so that they leave you time to get 
rest, and so you don't feel guilty when you do take a break If you have taken on more 
than you can handle each day, then of course, after a few weeks, you are going to get 
tited of that life. But the answer isJo take on a different life, .;-hoose to take on less 
work, rather than getting annoyed and expecting that your life will always be that way. 
If your problems are more personally troubling than that, and you feel you can't cut 
it at the pace expected of us here at college, remember that the things college profesw 
sors do, especially at Bard, have never been designed to take the wind out of our salls. 
I agree, they expect a damn lot from us, and maybe they could be more sensitive to 
the difficulty of our circunl$tances. but then one thing you could do is explain how 
hard it is. It sounds scary, but It could seriously make a difference. Talk to one of your 
professors, most of them have been through it too. and they will hear your sincerity 
when you request some leeway. And if they don't, fuck 'em. This is supposed to be for 
you, and If they don't offer advice or help in some way, they are nor the sort of pro-
fessors you need shaping your Hfe~ If you don't feel like you want to follow the advice 
they give to. rnake}t easier. then conside.r..what one professor took an entire period to 
.get across to his class: leave. None of us is trapped here. College can be for everyone, 
but timit~g is everything, and if there: are other issues that you need to deal wlth first. 
then get out of here and take care of them before you pour your energy out here. Make 
life work for you. I left for a year forprecisely that reason, and it turned me around. I 
can't tell you how much. . 
I guess that one last thing I would ask you to consider, if you are ever consider-
ing something possibly stupid, is that talking to "somebody else about it will help. 
I have come to realize that I will never be faced with a major decision that will not 
be better made by talking to the right person: maybe a friend, maybe a counselor. 
And I think that espe<:Jally something like taking your life works the same way. 
Don't let yourself be fooled by the feeling of power and command that you have 
while entertaining suicidal thoughts. You would never be able to convince another 
of that' power, and the fact that tli.e' feeling fades when you consider si-iarlng it with 
somebody else shows you how fatse it is. The nature of life is that it Is designed to 
show us that we need each other, we need to communicate, we need to help, we 
need to rely on somebody else for that feeling of sureness that \ . can never have 
on our own. Please constder that now, or any tlm.e before you would do sometbing 
you'd never have the chance to regret. 
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'tifeinthe ·prOjects 
.-_.. . .. ·. . · ·: . . . . .... · . . . . : ... . ' . 
.. -....... .-· .·..,..·: 
by. Davif!.: (Jase, Columnist · 
On August 6, 1994, I first came ·to Bantb~ Oeceirih~r ist, J99.71• I s~b; - ~ _g_ty~mea!J~~ b.~~ ~;illy people' seem to do It at some point between L&T and 
mltted my project to the Dean ~~dhad - 'myproject board.lthtnk it's a good · j their serilorp!oJ~ct: Unforttmately.r am so immature that I start to giggle 
project, and my board agrees. It has lots of citations, insights, footnotes, and when ·people say ''Identity." --
· it i.s all in black and white. In H Iiesthe . f~!,lition of!T'Y~lJ,rd experie11ces but ~ I wish that l had been a PC. According to page 19 of the PC 
.somehow I feel that something .iS m}s._$irig. Nevertheless, at the en~f of my . Handbook:· "As Pes· you are upperdass students, in. good academic and 
Bard <;areer, 1 sincerely believe thati have 'had the ·6nestJiber~l arts ~duca- .. social standi~g, _ ~~~P.?ill,ible for promoting the safety and well-being of 
tlon that money can buy, and tlHlt no a,hount of money could buy the gos- students living _in residence hails ... " (sic)' Although I am In favor of a class~ 
sip whit::h rev-eals the details of student._ fa~ulty and ~dintp1~trat~on politics. . ~.: . less society, I think it w_ould be niCe to be an '' upperclass student," because 
IrJ had to repeat either my ptoJec~ or nry entire Bard education, there are . theri I think I would be able to oppress the proletariat. Likewise, I always 
·· · a few things I would do slightly differently. · · · . . _ wanted to be of "higll'soclal standing." The PC Handbook is unclear as to 
For one, there would be more fUll ff~lital nudity in my p~oject. I collld not i whether or noftQ_e Peaii.of Residence Life determines if a potential PC 
seem to work any into an economics· a~ p~iitical science project (not for hick is in high social standing, or if as PCS:, a· select few are given certain access· 
of trying). If anyone has any ideas. ab"out this;· I would apprci:;iate a quick -~ to certain secrets td popularity. I wonder If these secrets to popularity. 
note, Likewise, although I have said the word$ "theot:etically:'"or .. accordipg involve ph::king people up who look iike they need a ride, as Jake Ktm and 
to such and such a modef',ro&nyJi~w~:Iwish}could go_backt_~ _ L&T:~tand ? Chris PJ~~r did; :~-r-• trt:Jdso c~'ri;iders a little helpfulness an improper 
up on stage and say the uf~word" until my eyes fall out. In L&T thi$ would way t() obtai(} "high social standing.~ 
be considered poetry. Of course.! wo~ld. not rhyme it with truck. buck. -~ ... - But it's aU over riow. This ts my last column. and before you start accost-
duck, or suck or maybe even "Jurgen Habermas. II ing me in the library, or wherever it is that I hang out, I w~nt to remind you 
I wish I could be oppressed. People at Bard seem to believe that Kth.ey that"U~::we _ B¥d.';To lqve. som~tl1ing you must be J1on.est with it. or you will 
complain enough to Leon, Stu and Dimitri (LSD) about being oppressed, soon he lov{ng yourself more than you love the object of your affections. 
they will get .. special privileges." At~ll.ugh it is_ my betlef that aU of Bard's Sure. th~re are problems at Bard, but there are problems with everything. To 
benefits should be extended to alfstt1dents~ regardless of howthey. or their that end: anyone who highlightS what .they think are problems at Bard is 
ancestors. entr~red the country. · soiri~ teil ~e . ii-l~t_oppression carries wHii it .;. · ctoing ·Bard a servke; ·1 · want to thank atr the. students, faculty, and staff 
certain benefits at Bard that that I wa{~?ware of. Perhaps the oppressed ~embers who have been strong enough to point out some of the festering 
people are the ones who the Bard S.eciidtY dispatchers are always polite to. beef h1 appan!ntly sacred cows. In fact, on the pasture of Bard, there are no 
If I had to do it allpver. Tw9U:t((Jlijve,,t~ken.an MPZ or ~n 'lntegrat.ed . ~~~reg cow~~ ~!l~t~tlY9.ne \V)lo claims that some institutional cow Is sacred, 
ArtsH course. This way, I could recqrd tl1~-sound of my typing· and c.au it probably has som~thing to hide. which is profoundly anti~ Bard. If a cow .. 
anoth'er project. While doing this. t ~ish Ulatt couHhave contemplated'mY . feels thad£ has been"\.vrorigly butchered, it can respond by writing a letter. 
sexual identity. 1 don't really knoW. what ''contemplatinr5 one's. sexual idell~ and eventually the truth shall prevail, and everyone shall know the truth. 
DOSO Ober Alles 
Diary of a madman: T·he Case Filer de~ails Bard political intrigue 
What follows is a journal of things that might have hap-
pened at Bard. Most of tht! journal entries are true, 
though some of them ,did not actually happen. Anyone 
with half a brain should be able to tell which is which. 
However, for the common-sense impaired, I have itali-
cized things that I havt: confirmed via various sources. I 
wish to thank all the students, faculty, staff, gossips, and 
interested partie~ who have not hid behind "the integrity 
of the institution," for revealing things that are 
exrremely sobering to the. uninitiated. The kgal depart-
ment reminds n1e to say that I) all of the dates arc made 
up, 2) I have made every effort to confirm things that are 
in italics, though being human, I occasionally make mis-
takes, 3) if you endeavor w become a rublic figure on 
campus, expect to be subject to criticism, and sometimes 
ridicule, and 4) if you are particularly enraged about 
something that has been mentioned, I would advise you. 
to confirm it yourself, and perhaps write a more detailed 
article for The Obsen:er befme taking it as fact. 1 do not 
see it as my duty to prntect nny student from the truth. 
In fact, I see it as my duty, and the duty of those who 
write "conventional news," to expose the members of 
thi~ campus to as much information as possible, and to 
let them decide for themselves what to do with it. No 
amount uf censorship, cloaked as "journ;:~listic integrity," 
will protect idiots from their stupidity. 
August 1st: Professor Richard Wiles is suddenly told by the 
Dean of the College, S etwrt Levine, that his office will be 
moved to a smaller space in the dank basement of Tewksbury. 
After this switching of offices, which is widely-regarded a 
thinly ~ ·eilcd attempted tu g-et Professor Wiles to retire, in the 
old office of the Hudson Valley Re~onal Re<t:iew, sits Paul 
Marienthal and Allen Josey, who seem to do something 
im.•olt•ing sports and "Bingo for CDs" that the college seems 
to think is more imJwrtant . 
August 2nd: Dean Le~.!ine tells set-•cral professors that Richard 
Wiles asker] to be mut•ed, and that his new office is big}{er. 
August 4th: L&T begins. A composite of first-year stu-
dents announce th<lt they have boyfriends and girl-
friends at home. 
August 7th: A composite of first-year stuJents enjoy a 
one-night stand with a person they just me-t. 
August 9th: A composite of first-year students an-
nounce that they are gay. 
August lOth: Newly promoted Dean of Residence Life and 
Unitnsity of Delaware graduate Leah LaValle declares her-
self to be the sole arbiter of right and wrong on campus 
and proceeds to tell people to pour out their beer. Leah 
La Valle explains th<lt Bard students do not have the 
right to drink alcohol (no matter how old they are) and 
that it ' is her job to enforce the laws of New York State. 
Few notice that her British friend, who li•ves in.a Bard dorm, 
is permitted to drink alcohol, and she is permitted to par-
take in his frequent festive libations. 
August 15th: A student is caught writing obscenities on 
the Let•y Bathroom wall about the Institute's president, 
Dimitri Papadimitriou. 
August 1Oth: Dean of 
Residence Life Leah 
La Valle declares herself to 
be the sole arbiter of right 
and wrong on campus ... 
August 25th: The New 
D~an of Students, Jonathan 
Becker, declares himself 
to be a nice guy. 
August .17th: After the Levy Institute establishes new 
security procedures, a meeting of the Student Judiciary 
B~ard is called to dec.ide on a pem·dty for the student, 
and in a surprise move, the SJB finds that Papadimitriou 
provoked the graffiti, and should be sentenced to having 
his dritoer's license suspended. · 
August 20th: The Dean of Students Office Jecidt.s .that 
because a student made the mistake of telling their Pt:er 
Counselor that they are depressed, they are obviously too 
stupid and na·ive to be at Bard. A DOSO official "r<;;com-
mends" that the student rake some time Qff by saying 
that if they do not take the rt:commendation they will be 
"asked to leave." Proving DOSO's suspicions that first-
year student are na'ive and stupid, the student complies. 
August 22nd: A dancer is found to be thin, and one of the 
highly qualified people at the DOSO insists that the dancer is 
anorexic and threatens ro send her home, unless she gets 
"treatment." 
August 25th: The New Dean of Students, Jonathan 
Becker, declares himself to be a nice guy. 
August 27th: Bard's new Head of Security, Robert Brock, 
announces that Bard Security is not onLy "cooler" and 
"smarter'.' than other Campus security forces, there are no' 
problems and everyone is happy. 
August 30st: PCs Jake Kim and Chris Planer are caught 
git•ing a student a ride . This student turns out to be carrying 
alcohol, and an anonymous PC, known only as "Nick 
Ga}!ne," decides that they represent a threat to society, and 
turns them in to the Dean of Students Office. Renewing 
their commitment to rublic service, Kim and Pl;:~ner 
make a pubfic service announcement about the danger of 
_ picking up hitchhihrs. 
Sep_tember lst: "Nice Guy" Dean of Students jonathan 
Becker fires Kim, and jJlaccs Planer on probation. Becker 
goes on to say that his tenure as Dean of Students will not be 
about alcohoL. 
September 2nd: l11e PC Handbook states, "Confiden, 
tiality SURgcsts that you will not share the details with other 
students or College jJersonnel. If you are unsure about 
'Whether or not you should break the confidentiality, consult 
your RD" (PC Handbook, p. 61). After consulting her 
Residence Directo r, PC and erotica writer Rosalie Purvis 
demurely rums herself into DOSO for thinking naughty, 
yet suppl)Sedly confidential, thoughts. 
September 5th: Leah LaValle thinks she smells Marijuana 
in Tewksbury and calls Security. 
September lOth: A Delegation of Bard students complains 
to Leon Botstein about the jJatemalistic attitttde of Security, 
DO~O, and the Photography Department. Leon ext1lains 
that had he been in DOSO, ht would not hm:e acted that 
way. L:eon goes on to Jmint out that photo majors are nards, 
sistic anyway, and that he has no clue where the Dean of 
Students Office is, and if you are insecure you should sec 
a shrink. 
September 15th: Two people are caught nl)t drinking in 
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a ravine by Leah La Valle, who was feeling rather queasy 
and mixed up this morning, after a night of drinking with 
her British friend. As always, EMS is called, by an every-
happy-to-panic PC.. In a freak accident, Bard EMS 
pumps the person with alcohol, and Leah LaValle 
expresses disgust at the presence of so much oxygen in 
the room. Leah is heard iu comment, "I can't go in there, 
because _if there is t•omit, l am in there O.Jomiting with you!" 
September 16th; In an effort tu increase Bard's reputation, 
the fulks at Ludlow conduct an analysis of sun!ey resJxmscs 
by Bard freshmen and find that they have an abnormally high 
number of smokers in comparison to entrants at other "pres~ 
tiKious" schools. Ludlow responds by banning the sale of cig-
arettes in the campus bookstore . Abigail Rosenberg 
exp<mds lu:r "Dime Stun:" opt!ration in order to sell cig-
arettes via campus mail. 
September 17th: Afta accidentally finding themsek·es in 
agreement, Ian "Man of the Proletariat" Greer and Dat•e 
"Capitalism isn't as bad as what Bard is becommg" Case tJub-
lish articles in Th~ Bard Observer which are slightly critical 
of DOSO. Leon Botstein calls Leah LaValle into his office 
and points out thqt Bard is not like her alma mater, the 
University of Delaware, where she made her name as a 
Resident Director by informing the administn:nion of the 
tell-tale signs of clinking gbsses together. 
September 18th: In another cffl)Tt to increase Bard's rep-
utation, an analySis of Bard freshmen reveals thflt there 
is an abnormally high number of noseblecders among 
entrants w "prestigious" schools. Ludlow responds by 
banning the sale of tissues in the campus bookstore. 
Abig<lil Rusenberg is told that if tht.: Dime Store swrted 
selling tissues, it would be encouraging masturbation. 
September 19th: Leah La Valle is officially placed on the 
Disabled List by the paternalistic forces under Ludlow. 
September 20th: In an effort to increase awareness of 
Latin American Culture, The Lmin American Swdcnts 
Organization begins tv fight amongst itself as to who should 
be in charge of a party. · 
September 21st: In a successful effort to moderate into the 
Film Departm..:nt, Rune Lind JJroduces set•eral t•ery techni-
cally proficient min!ltes uf maswrbatiun into a camera , fol -
lowed by a (censored) . No one gets the irony of the Jerking off 
into a camera b..:ing by a man whose name is pronounced 
· "ruin a lens . " 
Octobt:r 2nd: Aftt:r taking a fiction workshop, four other 
sources come up with stran~e stories about "what is aquaUy 
happen in~" at LASO. 
October 5th: After feeling oppre~ed for awhile, a group 
of studc~ts announce that th~!y are "very oppressed," and 
although they cannot quite explain why, they say that 
thtTe shuuld be some changes at Bard. 
October 7th: Tlu.: changes are made. It is unknown if 
the studen.ts arc still oppressed. 
October lOth: SaddamHussein decl.£l.res himself to be 
multi-disciplinary, oppressed, Jiverse, cross-discipli-
nary, and above all, "ethnically sensitive." A delega-
tion of . Bard students ask that he be given a 
te.nure-track position. 
October 15th: The Bard Animal .Rights Collectit;e 
(B .A :R.C .) announces that it is against bad things, and th~t_ 
anyone who is against B.A.R.C. is in favor of bad things. 
October 17th: After becoming depressed, and talking to 
drug and alcoh -1 counselor Eric Keller, a na"ive pig com-
mits suicide on the third floor of Tewksbury. Pt:ople 
Eating Tasty Animals (PFfA)chairperson Chris Planer 
seizes the opportunity and roasts the pig. 
October 20th: B.A.R.C. _and LASO join together an_9_ 
announce that the pig was depressed because of the lack 
of diversity at Bard. 
October 23rd: In an heroic act of literary analysis, Dan 
Ragone finds a sexual connotation in the bumper sticker 
"Vegetarians taste better." 
October 24th: A group of angry Bard staff members pick-
ets Ludlow demanding the resignation of Associate 
Registrar . Peter Gadsby. According to an anonymous 
spokesperson, "He is so nice and helpful to the students, 
and not only fs his behavior against our bureaucratic creed, 
· but his wanton respect fl1r students makes us look bild." 
October 25th: After receiving almost unanimous sup-
port from. the faculty and students, God is denied tenure. 
October 27th: At the Drag Race a number of people get 
naked and comment that it is a "good thing." 
October 30th: Millions of Bard students experiment with 
LSD for the firs·t time. Meanwhile, Leon, Stu, and Dimitri 
(LSD) realize that not only was ]ames Chace paid to take 
LSD during his time at college (see What we had: A Memoir) 
but in fact LSD has also been receiving large dosages of 
LSD whenever they lick the feet of George Soros, or pre- · 
tend that a very ri.ch bwker is a scholar, and not just a 
rich dude who happens to think that a free press might 
be good for free m.arkers. 
November 2nd: Bard College President Leon Botstein 
announces that he is an intdlectual. 
November 4th: Dean of Forei)!TI Stu.dcnts Amy Amell asks 
. to be Jlaid the same as a regular Dean. She is told w "go fuck 
yourself." 
November 7th: ln a symbolic struggle against reality, PIE 
Student Michael Canham announces that things in South 
Africa arc not perfect. This ret'Clation shocks many. Le<1h 
La Valle busts herself, after an anonymous rip from a mys-
terious PC known only as "Nick Gagne." 
November 8th: In an effort to rdive the offense that 
many felr after reading Michael Canham's article on how 
the new South Africa sucks, thtJusands start reading_ 
Shawnee Barnes's column on clouds, time, and hugging. 
November 9th: Dat•id Ca.se points but that after calling 
EMS, students do not hm•e an assurance of confidentiality, 
and that life mil!;ht not be perf..:ct either. This rewlation 
shocks many. 
November lOth: While setting · up Tht! Bard Observer 
email account, obsen.•er®bard.edu, it is noticed that Dean of 
Student.\ jonathan Becker, and his secretary, Lee Cokcly, . 
hat•e access to it. 
November 11th: In an 'effort to prot.•e that she is not a 
touchy-feely nitwit who can't deal with compb intellectual 
issues while comtJetently doinJ! her job, Dean of Residence 
Life Leah LaValle reads a chitdren's book to the PCs, involv~ 
ing "warm fuzzies" and "cold pricklies. ·• The PCs pretend w 
be interested , and few tel! their residents abuut this incident 
for fear of reccit•ing the «.'rath uf Leah. 
November 15th: Head of Security Bob Brock announces 
that it is a good thing that the Bard Security owns a "boot" to 
immobilize cars. This way, Security dispatchers and guards 
will no longer screJm obscenitit!S at students as they wilt 
nu longer have feelings of inadequacy. It is unknown 
what Brock's stance on "cold pricklies" is. > 
November 19th: In the guise of a request for "emerRency 
information" the_administration tells off-campus Bard scu-
September 5th: Leah La Valle 
thinks she smells 
Marijuana in Tewksbury 
cand calls Security. 
September 1 Ot~: A. 
I}elegation of Bard stu .. 
dents complains to Leon 
Botstein about the pater .. 
nalistic attitude of 
Security, DOSO, and the 
Photography Department. 
dents that they ·are required w submit local addresses . 
Howet•er, this only seemed to happen after rhe fJolice_ a.sked 
for the address of a Bard student who happened to be in a 
bank just before it was robbed . 
November 20th: Ben Boretz, of Integrated Arts/MPZ 
fame, commits some form of sex_u~l/platonic/holistic 
harassment with a Woman/Man/metamorph, by touch-
ing/nor touching/experiencing his/her breast/hand/text. 
November 21st: After a student says that he did not to Rlt•e 
a local address, Levine ~teps out of his senile, yet nice, mode 
(in which he cannot remember whert! his house is) and 
steps into his mean, alert mode and tells the student, "What 
are you trying to do? Take a stand! 
November 22nd: Christie "1l1e "Oberflake" Achebe 
announc:_es that in the name of sharin_g across cultures, 
people at Bard will, from now on, act like people in Syria 
and Turkey. 
November 23nd: DC.1SO and SeQJrity, in the name of 
sharing across cultures, and appreciating the diversity of 
humanity, begin following the same hum~n rights poli-
cies of Syria and Turkey. 
November 24th: Off-campus students are asked to give 
a sperm sample, "in case of emergency.'' The architects of 
rhis policy point ·our that at most other schools this is an 
accepted precaution, and that if there is a case of vene-
real disease, the polit:e might want to ask.for a sperm 
sample, and that the police should be able to obtain. a 
sperm sample from any Bard student without a search 
warrant. A Bard administrator says that although requests 
for information were usually made t!ia the Dean's office, Bard 
exists to serve the police and Security should provide the 
cops (which. as Bob Brock '!light be interested to learn, is an 
acronym /or "citizens on patrol") with one-stop paperwork-
free shopping. 
November 25th: The idea of requiring sperm samples is 
dropped, after many are unable tu pwvide sperm samples 
after Leah LaValle walks in on them, ordering th~m ru 
"seek counseling." Rune Lind suggests that instead of 
giving an actual sperm sample, he "shP\lt" technically 
proficient films, tu not lmly help DOSO, but also to com-
plete his senior prl1ject. The New York State Pnlice hilVC 
<1 good laugh at thb idea, but wht.:n reminded that pns-
session of a video of a 17-year-dJ Bard student mastur-
. bating might be a crime, decide to leave Bnrd stu.dent:; 
alone to jnk off during pnetry reading in L& T. 
November 26th: A C•)lnposit~ ,,r Bard senil)rs announce 
that they are straight once again. 
Nov~mber 27th: Former Associate Dean of Residence 
Life Gladys Wat~un, fur whnm many fed nnstalgia, lnses 
· 25 bottles of sperm in a freak paperWl)rk a..:cidcnt. 
November 29th: After announcinJ:" chat she docs not Ri~-'e 
A's, Art History professor Patricia Karetzskyi changes a sw-
. dent's RTadc to ''A" after the students says, "I miS!ht not ~;et 
into the school I want if I Jon't ~et an A." Kardz.shy ext,lains 
her hypocrisy and unfuimess by sayinj! that ha ckm,{!hter 
f,zilcd a class and wm denied admission to Vassar. Everyone 
who did not get <HI A from her, de~pite d~.:st.:rving one, 
understands. 
November 30th: In an all-rime record, a Political Science 
stu.dcnt submits the exact same Jlllf•er to fi've jmJfessors, 
breaking the old record of f(mr. Although a few J•rofessors 
notice, the student is consi\krt.!d too much of a sacred cow to 
be disciplined for this insult to academics . 
December 1st: Senior Pr~ljects arc due. Millions nf stu-
dents mannge to bullshit D~·an Levine itHl) believing 
that they ;Ktuc<lly wrot~.: them, nnd th;lt tlK· st::r;lp papers 
inside the black bi thlcrs arc, in fact, ~cniur pr<ljects. 
December 2nd: President of Bard College Lt.:lll1 Rutstein 
announces at a President'~ Te;l that hc has his tingeryn 
the pulse of the college, wh;1tevcr this me'nns. 
December 4th: Tht.: nt.:w duh SILK <HHWunccs t h ;tl l~lr 
hve dolhm anyone can rut thdr tingt.:r lll1 th~.: pulse of 
my cullege, if you know what I nwan. 
December 5th: After the Cullegc's Friends get wurrieJ 
about it and ..:all Se..:urity, Bar,! EMS cann,,t find tht.: 
pulse of the college. The College is declarell in an 
Alterd Mental State and fmced tu go to the hospital. A 
doctor at the ncwly~merged fwsfJital announces that 
"Colleges DO have pulses, and they ar~.: a human life." 
After going to confession, the Pt)pe grant~ the Doctor a 
one-time di:>pcnsMi•ll1 tu rt•lease :1 non-hn.':lthing entity, 
and the college is released on the condition that it nnt 
give birth to baby collt:ges in France or Russia. Although 
this conditiun sadden:; LSD, they liberally interpret th~.: 
Pnpe 's words, and figure that it is okay to concdt•c colleges , 
so lung as they don't J'ay the J'rofessurs, as Rttssian Jlrufcssors 
don't seem to et•er Ket jJaid, anyway . 
December 6th: The Col!t:ge is forced tu attend a meet-
ing with Dean of Students Jonathan Beckl.'r. Becker says 
th<lt he is concerned about th~ college's problems, and 
says that if it does not seek counseling <md take some 
time off, he holds the j)()Wer to eXjld it (or ut least ttse the 
practically defunct S]B to do so) . The -::c,llege, like mo~t 
who live in fear of DOSO. "voluntarily" takes some time 
off <~nd visits Eric Keller whu S/JCW5 Jlsychobabble more than 
Rune Lind spews .. . udl, you get the idea. 
December 9th: 111iS time, the College "really means it" 
when ir tries w cummit suicide. However, tl~e College's 
friends, in view of what h<tppened last time th~-.·y called 
EMS {and were fl)rced to go t<J the hospital) ~tand by 
while the College engages in self-destructive behaviors 
such as eliminating all the mid-level faculty members. 
December 11th: After not beinJ{ gitJen tenure, Carol 
Nackenoff gets mad. She sues the colle.~e and settles for 
$250,000 (roughly the amount of money needed in order to • 
pat'e many of the unpaved or pothule-cot•ered roads on camtms) 
on the condition that she will keep quiet about tite situation. 
December 12th: At a faculty meeting (at which what is 
said is supposedly confidcmial), now-departed, mid-level 
faculty member Thomas Dandelet announces that this pru, 
fessor's silence was "boUJ<ht" and that he expects this infor-
mation not to trat.oel out of this room, as it is suptmscdly a 
confidential meeting. Two Senior faculty members 
announce, "Leon is God. I love Leon." They tell L-eon 
Professor D_andelet's allegedly confidential words. 
December 15th: With a ph.D. in Political Sdcnce, 
Jonathan Becker announces that in a reincarnated col-
lege, the core curriculum would consist of 15 "required" 
student activities, and that Allen "MacdaJdy" Josey will 
be teaching a freshman seminar entitled "What my col-
lege days were like." 
December 16th: Professor Dnndelet accepts a position 
at Princeton, where this stuff is normal. 
December 19th: In disgust, Bard Observer, Columnist 
David Case admits that disgruntled South African 
Pundit Mich<'lel Canham was right about how shitty 
things really are! 
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Announcements 
Cheap St,lragc! For your stereo, computer, 
bicycle, rare art piece, t.v.-anything ynu 
don't want tn leave in your dorm room over 
intcrscssinn. Strire it with me for just $10-20. 
Call Eric at 758-4511. E-mail: es753@bard 
.edu 
Staying at school over Christmas? 
Lnoking fm smm:place tn stay through 
December? Sublet my spacious <~partment in 
Red Hook village. One bl~ck from town 
center and IGA. $125 fnr Dec. 18 ·Jan. 6; 
negotiablt:. Call Eric m 758-4511. E-m<lil: 
es753@b,ml.edu 
PHOTOWORK '98 
Elevenrh Annual Phorngn1phy Exhibition, 
March 21-April 25, 1998. Juror: Lisa 
Dennison, Cumtnr of Collections, 
Guggenheim Museum , NYC. Cash awards/ 
_ exhibitiPn opportunities. Slide dendline: 
January 24, 1998. Send SASE for prnspec-
rus: Barrett House Galleries, 55 Noxon 
Street, Poughkeepsie, NY, 12601; fax (914) 
471-2678; nr call (914) 471-2550. 
Academic-based grnup leaving for the r<lin-
fmest nfKalimantan (Borneo) on December 
27 and January 15 to study orangutans. 
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Classifieds 
Space is limited. If interested, call 1-800-
510-4578 or e-mail AllApes@;1nl.cnm 
Internships & Job Opportunities 
Remembt:r that snng, "Oh 1 wish I were an 
Oscar Mayer Wiener"? Well, Oscar M<1yer is 
<lctually looking fm people wh<l wmlt tn be 
wieners. Each year recent college graduates 
get paid to travel all over North America . 
They cltlend exciting events like the Super 
Bowl and Mardi Gras, as well as pan1des, 
f<llrs, and charities. They are goodwill 
ambass<Jdnrs fnr Oscar Mayer Foods. Did I 
mention they twvel in a 27-font-long hut 
dog on wheels? TI1e Hotdoggers, pilots of 
the Wienermobiles, spend a full year travel-
ing from border to border and coast t<) coast 
making promotional appearances. A m<~jm 
portion of the job is participming in televi· 
sion, newspaper, and radio interviews. For 
m()re infn or if you think this intemship 
satisifies ynur ~ppetite fnr fun, excitement, 
~nd ;:tdventure, write to Oscar Mayer, 
Wienermobile Department, P.O. Box 7188, 
Madison, WI 53707, c;"~l! Kirsten Suto at 
(608) 285-3204, or e-mail ksutn@kraft.C()m 
Wanted 
Looking for students (work/study and oth-
ers) who are <lhle and <W<lilable tn <Jssist in 
concert production. Prior hnuse experience 
desirable but not re4uired. ln4uiries can he 
m;lde to Amie McEvoy, President and 
Manager nf Music Prngrmns at x7425 or via 
campus mail. 
Actors/actresses. Local entertainment 
agency looking for talented, vivacinus, 
responsible people to portray characters at 
children's birthday parties. Must have car. 
Excellent p;1y. Most work on weekends. Call 
(914) 75S-6084. 
U.S. and European chess mag~1zines !996-
1997. Alsn looking for chess vidc::o, for free if 
possible. Send any or ;:til tn Miss Margarita 
Broytman, 715 East Rand Grove Lane, 
Apartment 2A, Palatine, IL, 60074. 
All classified ads arc printed free of charge ro the 
advertiser. The Bard Observer "reserves" the 
Ti[!.ht to edit them jOT length and clarity, how-
ever. Pkrue try to keep your ad to a maximum 
of 75 words. Students: send your ad( s) ro the 
Bard Observer via campus mail. Others: send 
your -ad( s) to The BmJ Observer, Bard 
ColkKc, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504. 
The Observer wiU also accept classified ads via 
e-mail at obsc!rvcr@bard.cdu. 
Obs~rve.r . E9it()ria1Po1Jcv. 
r 
The Balri Obrerver is Bard College's . oril£- stud~nt-rud i _ !vfactntoshyV~~dformat (no PC ftl~:> pfeaseb·at~~g with 
newspaper. It is published every other Moncby and 1s dis~ -'. two . hard-copy printouts. Send submissions via . campus 
tributed free . .on . campus and in nearby_ communities. ! maH to the coriesporiding sed:ion editor: 
Everyone Is welcome to submit. . . - - - ... 1 . AlU~tt~rs .8~ -~-~.-~iJf.H!.~ , ~illl}U Robinson or Meredith 
The d~adline for all submissions~ be they stories, car- . Yayanes. _ S.~I:Jmit; d~veloped -phot()gtaphs .. if posstbi~. 
toons. photographs. statistics. or advertising, is 2 p.m. on preferably tn the commercial 4X6 _print size. w~-~trongly 
the Wednesday prior to publication. Late submiSSion$ discourage ~nonymous su~nl1isstons: If anonymitY • iS ab_~ 
(With the exception of late~ breaking news artiCle$}. will not solutely necessary, you must rev,W your identity to the edt-
be accepted for any reason. Submit all writings ori a . tors. The B;vrt Observer reserves the right to edit for 
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SUPER STUDENT SAVING$ 
l•)~lll~if OOJ~I~!,~i'7 
HOLIDAY EXPRESS SHUTTLE 
BARD COLLEGE 
TO STEWART AIRPORT $50.00 
$30 EACH FOR 2 OR MORE 
BARD COLLEGE 
TO POUGHKEEPSIE .TRAIN $25.00 EACH 
$18 EACH FOR TWO OR MORE 
Nov. 1997 • .Jan. 1998 Thanksgiving & Christmas Break! 
Call Today '& Make Your Reservations! 
~. 485-BBOO .; 
: :.: · -=:; - ·-:.:::----:-.----:- - ----
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Y Chromosomes 
are in Doubt 
Some male sports 
tend to leave out the man 
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor 
"Face it, fencing is a g(ly sport. I mean as far as they 
go, fencing is not very manly." 
It's true. When one thinks of Manness as it con-
cerns the world of competing males fencing does 
not initially leap to the forefront uf the pack. Guys 
in tight virginal white suits prancing back and forth 
on a raised dais lightly slapping each others torso, 
abdomen, and wrists with thin metal rods doesn't 
seem manly. In fact it seems more fit for The Vault 
on a Saturday night after three in the morning. 
No, Manness in sports is football 's Bret Favre and 
Barry Switzer, baseball's Cecil Fielder and Roberto 
Alomar, basketball's Latrell Spreewell and Dennis 
Rodman. When these paragon's o(the Y chromo-
some ar~n't cross dressing, crying about pain killer 
addiction, crying about whiskey drinking/whore 
mongering, grabbing their nuts, grabbing _each 
other's tight asses, spitting tl)bacco on their_ fat bek 
lies, spitting in their coaches faces, and throttling 
their coaches they're whining about abusive soci-
eties, rough upbringings, bad parents, and unfair 
multi-.bazillion dollar contracts. In between the 
heart felt Bryant Gum ball . specials and Katie 
Kourac expose's you might find these guys hitting, 
spiking, or. dunking a ball. Fencing on the man-o-
meter ranks up there with bad mitten, Frisbee golf, 
and ice-skating. But that's OK becau~e in the con-
temporary enlightene~ society we live in it's fine to 
do something because you like it. 
"I get a lot of ribbing from my friends." Mike 
Beach, Bard's epee cxtraordiniare, continues, "It's 
cool though, they're not serious about it." 
"l'll tell you what fencing is," Johan .Eriksson, 
one of the ribbers, interjects. "Fencing comes frot!l 
when you're rJuec and you discover you have a 
penis. So you start waving it around like a sword. 
Fencing -is when you do that after puberty." 
After discussing it further Mike states tl"UlLth.at is 
not where fencing really comes from. According to· 
some b~.st_!}rdjiei.l history not related to any text 
book, fencing is a derivative of an often fatal dtual 
perf.;r~ed in historical Europe. Men with cojones 
the size church bells decided to kill or maim each 
other, in a civilized manner: town square, public 
audience, ruffled cravats, and chest hair, over petty 
insults concerning heritage, social standing, and the 
relative size of the counterparts cojones. Since d1is 
was an integral part of th~ European social" scene, 
m<lny of these men would train for these duels by 
going to school to_learn the art of sword fighting,· 
hence fencing, so they would have a better chance 
of not getting skew_ered. When they figured out that 
the insults were ephemeral in nature it became less 
nec6sary to "die over tht:m. Ergo the cork tipped foil 
(swo.rd) and the padded white suits with f<Jce masks. 
You can be sure if Shaq ·was under the threat of 
being run through for missing foul shots he would-
n't be shooting them at 45%. . 
While thl.! average Bard sports fan lamet1ts th~ 
fact th<lt there are corks on the tips of the sabers, 
foils, and ~pees (swords, swords, and swords) this 
doesn't mean with an active imagination 
(Stevenson Gym: Vienna 1683, competitors: the 
Earl of Longshoremah vs. Due de Canard, colored 
lights m1d buzzers: severed limbs and gushing arter-
ies) fencing won't satisfy that blo"adlust. Although 
fencing will probably not surpass football, basket-
b<Jl!, and baseball in populcuity for at least another 
decade in this country sports fans should be on the 
lookout for upcoming matches. That way ten years 
from now when Mike Beach is performing live in 
front of a world wide audience of 62 trillion you can 
sit back comfortably in your Chicago Sabers sweat-
shirt/h<lt/slwes and say without slipping up, 
"Dashing fin de siccle parry followed by a smashing 
offensive · Due de Canard reverse Monk Stea ls 
Swallow Eggs cut. Yeah, I was way into fencing 
before it got popular." 
Bard Bloodies 
Brooklyn 
Men take it hard 
everywhere but the hoop 
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor 
The Bard men looked good at the start of the sea-
son with a 1-1 start. The thrill of victory was s~ort 
lived, however, as the 'Tors lost their next three: 
Brooklyn College, Webb Institue, and Cooper 
Union. With a season standing of 1-4 the men's 
b-ball team looks to improve on the ignominous 
position of Rolling Stone Magazine's worst basket-
ball team in the NCAA ( 1995). Their first home 
ga1~e (Cooper Union) was dissapointing in the end 
but through out held the promise of a decent game. 
The second home game of the season, against 
Brooklyn, didn't reap the same rewards. Although 
blood was spilled, a sight that sets the average Bard 
f<ln's heart a pitter patter, in the end the victorious 
ones were the visitors. Losing by over fourty roints 
didn't seem to phase our boys because, like any 
young team (Celtics, Cavs, Wizards), they know 
that victorY. waits just around the corner. 
Against Brooklyn the men kept the game close for 
the first ten minutes, and although they could run 
with Brooklyn they couldn't keep them from scoring. 
Samir Vural pounded the boards as usual, but unfor-
tunately at least half the time the ball had alrertdy 
swished through the net. Ian Sudyam and Billy 
Spevac, both veterans from last year's l-17 Blazer 
team, and Adam Kosic did an excellent job of bring-
ing the ball up and distributing it. In fact Ba~d's game 
looked better than Brooklyn's when passing and 
bringing the ball to the perimeter. The 'Tors looked 
good from the outside, raining down dozens of long 
bombs but rarely connecting with the inside of the 
rim, and with another few we.eks of pmctice the, 
mostly, new team should gel nicely. Ray Martey led 
the offense and had more than one behind the back, 
360, praise the Lord m1d hail Mary Iversonesque bas-
kets. On defense Ray h:1d one monster Mutombo 
block and a Barkley elbow to the nose. 
Brooklyn limped off the court, victors on the big 
board but losers all the same, while the Bard men 
strutted to the locker room. The old adage rang true 
again, "We might not beat em l)n the court but we 
can beat em into the ground." 
Schedule 
Men's Basketball: Jan. 24 vs. St. joe's (Home 2 p.m.), 
Jan 27 vs. Albany Pharmacy (Home 7 p.m.), Jan. 
30 at Vass~1r, Jan. 31 at Suny Purchase 
Women's Basketball: Jan. 24 at Baruch, Jan. 28 at 
York College, Jan. 30 vs. St. Joesephs (Home 7 p.m.) 
Women's Fencing: No Januflry Matches 
Men's Fencing: No January Matches 
Women's Squash: Jan. 31 at Smith/Holyoke 
Men's Squash: Jan. 30 at Connecticut College, Jan. 
31 at Vassar 
New Record 
What came after 
was even more successful 
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor 
Last Tuesday, December 9, marked an historic occa-
sion for Bard College's sports division. Not since .the 
Men's Basketball team was named by Sporb 
Illustrated as the worst NCAA basketball team in the 
country, with a losing stre~k that spanned two sea-
sons, has the Bard Athletics department gle;med so 
much national attention. It is quite possible that with 
today's performance, Bard athletics could get into a 
second national publication (nne with a distribution 
of around ten billhm) within the next three years. 
AgainstVassar College, a mere 30 miles away, thl.! 
Bard Women's Basketball te~1m, in the full forty-eight 
minutes of play, scored four ( 4) pnints. TI1is t'narks a 
new record in the NCAA history books, making Bard 
the holder of the 1.ificious title: least amount uf points 
scored in a b;1sketball game played by n women's divi -
sion 3 NCAA ream, ever. 
Fear not, intrepid sports fanatics, it's not all that 
bad. At Vassar the B.ud women played without either 
of their starting guards, Abby "Smurf fisLs" Rosenberg 
and Kalia "Jordan <1in't got nothing" Papadaki . While 
the fearless Raptorettes knew that the Vassar game 
.was going to be <I tough one, r:nher than ta~c it <1s <l 
forfeit they stuck it out. 
Against the College of St. Eliz:1beth the f1lll11Wing 
Friday, December 12, the women extended their sea-
son to 0-8 but .showed signs t)f sleeping giant. In a 
tight game in which thl: lead depended on who hnd 
made the previous basket, the Rapturs chased balls, 
sank three-pointers, and drove to the. hoop like a 
team. At one point the Rapturcttcs were up hy as 
many as eight p1)ints but thl.! tenaciuus Elizabethans 
hung on. An Elizabethan guard showing genetic rela-
tions to Dale Ellis, Steve Kerr, and Reg,_l;ic Miller 
dropped the long bombs from bchind tlw me with 
close to a 99 percent game. The Lady Birds were 
unable to withstand th~: attack and in the end suc-
cumbed in a tight, well-fought, emotional gnmc that 
had hdf ~l the forty fims attemiing stand in;.: un thdr 
feetscremning "squawk, squawk" at several moments 
"in the game. 
Squish Squash 
Have ye a looksie at this 
By EVA BODULA and LEILA BANDAR, 
Contributors 
What do you get when you cr~)SS 5 female, liberal 
arts students, <ln ex-pilot and a rental V<ltl? A gourJ-
cous combination! Ha Ha. 
Driven by returning coach Steve Kuzman, 
Women's Squash played 7 ;natchcs over the week-
end at the Weskym1 Cullege tournament in Ct. 
Traveling short with 5 players instead of 9 gave the 
ones that made the bus an opportunity to improve 
play and kick some bootie. Despite tenm losses, 
individual success prevailed. MlP (tn.l)St improved 
player) goes to Manasi Tirodbr. After a frustrating 
season last year she cnmc out with renewed vigor. 
She. won several games in the paint-chipped court 
at the Wesleyan athletic f<Kility. Senior, Ruby 
McAdoo, cnptain, remains a constant source nf sup-
pmt and st<lbility. She reminds us what lhL: game is 
Rll about. Always composed, yet cnmpe.titivc ~1s 
ever, Anumdha Kumm, Secretary of ISO, missed 
the formal to play. But damn did she look good in 
our new uniforms! Leib ''the Bandit" Bandar. made 
a .heart-breaking steal from the #3 of Mt. Holyoke 
among other upsets. We can always count on a 
laugh from her (thanks for the 11 gord-cous" joke). 
Last, but by no means least, Eva Bodula (a.k.a. "the 
Bodulator") picked up the g'<ltne quickly ln.st year. 
Playing #2, she hit the ground running and hasn't 
stopred since. Her enthusiasm, excitement and 
energy cannot b~ ignored. She is blazing fire in th~.: 
Raptordome. 
These Fab 5 arc the core of the dedicated, com· 
petitive and rositive players who make up the 
Women's squ;1sh team . We are welcoming future 
players for next semester to help continue the tradi-
tion of Women's squash at Bard which was begun 
four years ago by Ruby McAdoo and others. 
Included with your te<ltn membership arc daz-
zling dinners (we're not kidding), luxury lunches, 
Holiday Inn shower caps, complimentary shampoo, 
free lotion, firm beds, fitness, · laughs and a good 
time. SIGN UP! 
Quotation of the Month 
"Yeah, I like the Stanley Cup. It's the best looking 
cup out there eh. It's a lot prettier than that basket-
ball cup ya know. It's like women eh, v<~ wanta go 
for the prettiest one." 
-New Jersey Devil's goal tender Martin Brodeur 
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